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Communications Report 2020 - Analysis 

Over 2020 LCH Consultancy distributed 5 press release:

4G Capital Provides Operational & Services Update Further to Covid-19 
Outbreak in East Africa, March 2020 
4G Capital Brings Micro Health Insurance Solutions to Clients Across Kenya, 
May 2020 
Mastercard Foundation Announces Key Partnerships to Drive Covid-19 
Recovery and Resilience Efforts for MSMEs in Kenya, August 2020 
4G Capital & Citi Collaborate to Strengthen Financial Inclusion in Kenya, 
October 2020 
4G Capital Celebrates 1millionth Loan, December 2020 

Resulting in: 

over 82 news articles

2 Pan African television news interviews

1 East African radio Interview.

… Reaching 80,500,000 online readers on websites with higher-than-average

domain authority. 

… Engaging audiences through 446,000 coverage views

… Prompting 735 social media shares with 20 link clicks to 4G Capital’s website.

… Two BBC Africa interviews that generated almost 2,000 ‘likes’ and 400
comments  
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COVERAGE REPORT

 

APO Distribution - March 2020   (LCH Consultancy funded) 

“4G Capital Provides Operational Services Update Further to Covid-19 Outbreak in 
East Africa”: 

• was picked up by 284 websites. Amongst the most influential media that
picked up your release are CNBC Africa (Circulation: 8,345,000), africanews
(Euronews subsidiary; Circulation: 11,700,000) and Africa News Hub
(Circulation: 743,140).

• was sent to 11,898 APO Group RSS professional users resulting in 50,500
impressions.

• has been viewed 734 times on Africa-Newsroom, our web platform dedicated
to journalists.

• has generated 51 mentions on Twitter, representing a reach of 163,858.
• has generated 07 posts on Facebook and 01 Linkedin.

This APO service generated a Total PR Value of $1,682,132.  

APO Distribution - November 2020 

“4G Capital and Citi Collaborate to Strengthen Financial Inclusion in Kenya”: 

• was picked up by 380 websites. Amongst the most influential media that
picked up your release are CNBC Africa (Circulation: 8,345,000), africanews
(Euronews subsidiary; Circulation: 11,700,000), Africa News Hub (Circulation:
743,140) and Ventures Africa (Circulation: 120,000)..

• was sent to 11,966 APO Group RSS professional users resulting in 74,094
impressions.

• has been viewed 969 times on Africa-Newsroom, our web platform dedicated
to journalists.

• multimedia content associated to the press release has been downloaded 41
times on Africa-Newsroom.

• links included have been clicked a total of 209 times through different
distribution channels.

• has generated 56 mentions on Twitter, representing a reach of 192,138.
• has generated 14 posts on Facebook and 09 Linkedin.

This APO service generated a Total PR Value of $2,190,457.  
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International Media Report 
January - April 2020 

Contents: 

1. PRESS RELEASE: 4G Capital raises $4million (Continued from December

coverage)

2. African Banker editorial

3. New African UNGA Special Report

4. PRESS RELEASE: 4G Capital provides operational and service update

further to COVID-19 outbreak in East Africa

a. Interviews

i. Kenyan Wall Street

ii. Karma Impact

b. General Coverage

c. APO report

d. Social Media

e. Analysis
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1. 4G Capital raises $4million (Continued from December coverage)

4G Capital gets Sh202 million for SME loans 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 2020 22:00 

Private equity firm 4G Capital has taken a $2 million (Sh202 million) loan for onward lending to small 
businesses in Kenya and Uganda. 

The new loan was provided by Ceniarth LLC, an investment vehicle of American Diane Isenberg whose 
family fortune is estimated at more than Sh50 billion. 

“4G Capital is pleased to announce the completion of its second round of fundraising. The investment 
was secured by a $2 million (Sh202 million) debt facility from Ceniarth LLC, bringing the total raised to 
$4 million (Sh404 million). 

“4G Capital will use the investment for onward lending to its growing customer base of informal 
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises across Kenya and Uganda.” 

The company says it has issued revolving loans of more than Sh90 million (Sh9 billion) in 750,000 
transactions. Most of 4G clients are owner-operator businesses with daily net incomes of between 
Sh200 and Sh500 per day. 

They have short business cycles of one to 30 days. 

“Over the last 12 months, revenue has increased by 97 percent as 4G Capital supported over 60,000 
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises,” the company said. 

“By the end of this year, 4G Capital will have lent $43.6m (Sh4.4 billion), surpassing all expectations.” 

4G says it registers repayment rates of about 94 percent, adding that the short term loans are settled 
using the borrowers’ business cash flows and not new debt. 

“We are proud to support 4G Capital as a best-in-class financial lender that listens to the needs of the 
communities that it serves,” Diane Isenberg, the founder of Ceniarth, said in a statement. 

4G Capital says it will continue to grow its network of physical branches this year, with an additional 
24 branches across Kenya and 34 across Uganda, bringing the network total to 150 branches. 

https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/corporate/companies/4G-Capital-gets-Sh202-million-for-SME-
loans/4003102-5411646-5mi1kk/index.html 
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4G Capital raises $4million for MSME finance 
7 JANUARY 2020 

4G Capital is pleased to announce the completion of its second round of fundraising. The investment 
was secured by a $2m debt facility from Ceniarth LLC, bringing the total raised to $4million. 

4G Capital will use the investment for onward lending to its growing customer base of informal micro, 
small and medium-sized enterprises across Kenya and Uganda. 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital has grown exponentially, lending over 750k loans valued at 
$90m. Over the last 12months, revenue has increased by 97% as 4G Capital supported over 60,000 
MSMEs. By the end of this year, 4G Capital will have lent $43.6m, surpassing all expectations. 

Repayment rates remain above national averages, at over 94% (without refinancing). “The rapid 
expansion of mobile and technology-based financial services in emerging markets has the potential to 
provide critical capital to individuals previously excluded from the financial system”, said Diane 
Isenberg, Founder of Ceniarth. “With this expansion comes great responsibility to ensure that 
customers understand and benefit from these services and are not exploited by providers focused 
more on growth than client impact. We are proud to support 4G Capital as a best-in-class financial 
lender that listens to the needs of the communities that it serves.” 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are incredibly honoured to 
welcome Ceniarth as our latest investor. Together, we share a fierce passion for improving conditions 
for the underserved and neglected businesses of the African economy by providing financial services 
that sustainably unlock potential and help communities. 4G Capital has surpassed all key performance 
targets for 2019, and Ceniarth’s investment will help us meet the demands of our growing customer 
base and continue our positive impact into the future – a fantastic way to end a great year.” 

4G Capital understands that small businesses benefit from a level of continuous support when 
handling credit. Therefore, the company offers customers a curriculum of enterprise and financial 
literacy training blended with appropriately sized working capital loans. This approach has seen 4G 
Capital’s customers increase their revenue by an average of 82% year on year. 

Over the course of 2020, 4G Capital will continue to grow its network of physical branches across 
Kenya and Uganda, with an additional 24 branches across Kenya and 34 across Uganda, bringing the 
network total to 150 branches. 

https://africanbusinessmagazine.com/company-profile/4g-capital/4g-capital-raises-4million-for-
msme-finance/ 
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4G Capital announced the completion of its second round of fundraising. The funding 
was secured by a $2 million debt from Ceniarth LLC, making the total raised to $4 
million. 

The company will use the investment for lending to its growing customer base of 
informal MSMEs across Uganda and Kenya. 

Since the company was starred in 2013, 4G Capital has grown exponentially, lending 
over750, 000 loans valued at $90 million. In 2019, the company’s revenue increased 
by 97 per cent as 4G Capital supported over 60,000 MSMEs. 

By the end of 2020, 4G Capital will have lent $43.6 million surpassing all 
expectations. Without refinancing, repayment rates remain above national averages 
at over 94 per cent. 

“The rapid expansion of mobile and technology-based financial services in emerging 
markets has the potential to provide critical capital to individuals previously excluded from 
the financial system. With this expansion comes great responsibility to ensure that 
customers understand and benefit from these services and are not exploited by providers 
focused more on growth than client impact. We are proud to support 4G Capital as a best-in-
class financial lender that listens to the needs of the communities that it serves.” said Diane 
Isenberg, Founder of Ceniarth. 

CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, said: “We are incredibly 
honoured to welcome Ceniarth as our latest investor. Together, we share a fierce 
passion for improving conditions for the underserved and neglected businesses of 
the African economy by providing financial services that sustainably unlock potential 
and help communities. 4G Capital has surpassed all key performance targets for 
2019, and Ceniarth’s investment will help us meet the demands of our growing 
customer base and continue our positive impact into the future – a fantastic way to 
end a great year.” 

Over the course of the year, 4G Capital will continue to grow its network of physical 
branches across Uganda and Kenya, with an additional 34 branches across Uganda 
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and 24 across Kenya bringing the network total to 150 branches. 
https://theexchange.africa/investing/4g-capital-raises-4million-for-msme-finance/ 

2. African Banker editorial)

Positioned as one of Africa’s top performing economies, growing at a predicted 6% 
this year according to the latest African Development Bank (AfDB) figures, Kenya 
has led the continent in financial inclusion for well over a decade. 

According to the 2019 FinAccess Household Survey, put together in collaboration 
with the Central Bank of Kenya, Kenyan National Bureau of Statistics and FSD 
Kenya, 82.9% of the adult population has access to at least one financial product. 

South Africa, Uganda, Rwanda and Nigeria follow close behind as financial inclusion 
leaders on the continent. The Kenyan marketplace boasts approximately 150 fintech 
companies at any one time, with services ranging from digital credit entities to 
remittances and transfer platforms. 

Financial inclusion, bringing the ‘unbanked’ into formal finance, has been a key 
development push in emerging markets as the process involves finding innovative 
ways to provide financial products to traditionally risky segments which will 
ultimately drive economic growth through well-financed small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs). 

Feeding into the UN’s 2030 sustainable development goals (SDGs), financial 
inclusion is expected to act as an enabler for many of the objectives including 
eradicating poverty, ending hunger, achieving gender equality and the economic 
empowerment of women. 
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However, as Kenya approaches almost total financial inclusion, the conversation 
changes from one of access to value: are the many financial products benefitting the 
population and is the sector well-regulated enough to ensure consumers are 
protected? 

From a development perspective, financial inclusion is by no means the end goal. 

The right environment 

Kenya has been able to leapfrog in terms of financial inclusion due its positive 
regulatory environment and attractive macroeconomics. 

Wayne Hennessey-Barrett, CEO and founder of 4G Capital, a fintech mixing credit 
training with unsecured loans to achieve an 94% repayment rate, says Kenya’s “pro-
business environment” has allowed financial innovation to flow. Compared to other 
African markets, Kenyan regulators made the policy framework necessary to breathe 
life into Safaricom’s fledgling M-Pesa in 2007. 

Thanks to its success, Safaricom is East Africa’s largest and most profitable 
telecommunications firm, contributing around 5% to Kenya’s GDP. 

Innovating further still, Kenya is in the process of introducing a regulatory fintech 
sandbox which sets the conditions for early stage fintech regulation. 

The Capital Markets Authority (CMA) will use the sandbox to “create a conducive 
environment to unlock the potential of the fintech space”, and three fintechs have 
been admitted so far. 

Along with the right enabling environment, financial products easily find a home in 
Kenya’s near 60m market due to a fast-growing middle class with a good level of 
financial literacy who are able to make easy payments through mobile money. 

Rafe Mazer, an independent financial analyst, formerly at Financial Sector 
Deepening Kenya (FSD Kenya), says these basic metrics have turned Nairobi into a 
hub for startups and fintech companies looking to do business. 

“The sector is huge and it grows bigger every day,” he says. 

“You have clusters of talent in incubators like iHub and the Nairobi Garage, which 
have done a very good job of bringing talent and young entrepreneurs into the 
country.” 
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Downsides of success 

Yet it could be argued that Kenya has been too successful. The number of digital 
credit agencies in the marketplace grows daily, yet the permissive nature of Kenya’s 
regulation often means that these firms are under very little scrutiny, and some take 
advantage of those in need of fast money. 

Similarly, while the sheer number of credit agencies willing to lend has spurred the 
growth of small businesses, many users have come into debt distress in the absence 
of guidance from the government on how to borrow sustainably. 

Kenya’s Credit Reference Bureau (CRB) has blacklisted 2.7m people for being unable 
to repay loans as little as $2. This suggests that financial inclusion has some 
downsides, if the products themselves are mercenary and unregulated. 

Trust is crucial 

Joshua Oigara, CEO of Kenya’s largest bank, Kenya Commercial Bank (KCB), 
boasting 17m customers across East Africa, tells African Banker that the products 
need to be “affordable, convenient and accessible” in order to serve the marketplace 
well. 

The bank has embraced digital banking, collaborating with Safaricom to launch KCB 
M-Pesa in 2015, but maintains the trustworthy image associated with a bricks and
mortar bank.

“The most critical ingredient in banking is trust,” Oigara says. 

“This has cut through generations and will remain so even as we embrace more of 
technology in our efforts to more efficiently and more conveniently deliver to our 
customers.” 

4G Capital, which has a presence in 92 markets across Kenya and is currently 
expanding into Uganda, says that ‘pure-app’ lenders who engage in very little due 
diligence before lending are creating problems for Kenyan consumers. 

“The real problem isn’t just ‘inclusion’, it’s getting the right financial services to the 
point of greatest need in a way that benefits everyone,” says CEO Hennessey-Barrett. 

“We make a point of not refinancing people already struggling to repay loans, and 
reject ‘blind lending’ or ‘lending to learn’, which creates credit bubbles among the 
vulnerable. This is not the way to go, and we hope to see wider industry behaviour 
improve.” 
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Along with the quality of products available on the market, the breadth of diversity is 
also important; steering companies away from basic credit towards more 
sophisticated financial tools in areas ranging from personal finance to education to 
agriculture. 

No barriers to market entry 

Ultimately, the responsibility lies with the government to create adequate consumer 
protection legislation while maintaining the enabling environment. 

Independent analyst Mazer says there are practically no barriers to market entry, 
which could be problematic. 

An expert on consumer protection and financial inclusion, Mazer suggests that 
consumer protection departments need to be established along with increasing the 
power and budget of the regulator to ensure that all companies entering the market 
are thoroughly checked. 

https://africanbusinessmagazine.com/african-banker/is-fintech-in-kenya-too-successful/ 
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3. New Africa UNGA Special Report

February 2020 
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https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:1af3a949-dead-4792-9de1-
225a22ae3ca3 
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4. 4G Capital provides operational & service update further to COVID-19 outbreak in East Africa

INTERVIEWS 

Protecting the Informal Sector is Key when Tackling COVID-19 

 by Eric Jackson  April 6, 2020 

As Kenya moves to contain the spread of the COVID-19 virus, the most vital yet vulnerable segment 
of the economy, the informal sector, are the most threatened. 
According to the World Bank, approximately 95% of the country’s businesses and 
entrepreneurs* operate within the informal sector, and only 24% of them own a business 
bank account. 

Persuant to this, we interviewed Mr. Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G 
Capital, on how the informal sector is dealing with the Cover-19 outbreak and the measures 
we can take to support the sector further. 

4G Capital serves over 150,000 clients in Kenya and Uganda through its network of over 
100 branches. Since 2013, 4G Capital has supported East African micro-enterprises 
by providing financial literacy and enterprise training combined with right-sized working 
capital credit to help small businesses grow sustainably. 

KW: Health	–	What’s	being	done	to	ensure	safety	of	the	informal	workers?	How	do	we	
enforce	measures	like	social	distancing? What	more	can	we	do? 
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Wayne: The majority of 4G Capital’s 150,000 clients operate their micro-businesses in 
crowded open-air markets, providing affordable food, medicine and daily provisions to 
bustling villages and towns.  Here, isolation and social distancing protocols are virtually 
impossible. The lack of access to running water and sanitation also create enormous 
difficulties. 

4G Capital has joined a consortium of industry leaders to provide hand-washing facilities and 
sanitisers in the markets where they are most needed. 

The Kenyan government has responded decisively and with maturity to a complex problem, 
and involving tough decisions. Should informal markets, the most vulnerable segment of our 
population has its access to livelihoods and foodstuffs curtailed. Now is the time for business 
to stand alongside the government and public sector, as well as NGOs, with innovation and 
creativity. For example, closed schools, sports fields and otherwise large empty fields could 
be used as temporary market places, to allow for greater social distancing for and 
distribution of soaps, sanitiser and other cleaning products. 

KW: Payments	–	How	do	we	ensure/encourage	less	usage	of	cash? 

Wayne: Removing mobile money charges is an excellent step in the right direction. The only 
cost we believe has remained is the agent withdrawal fee, we understand that this is an 
initiative to inhibit the use of physical cash further. 
We are encouraging our clients to only deal with mobile money transactions; however, we 
are unsure whether other micro-businesses are receiving this important message.  Cash is 
still being handled, we need a stronger message from our community leaders and 
government to educate our population. 

KW: Curfew	–	How	is	it	affecting	the	informal	sector?	

Wayne:	Businesses are closing earlier; there is anxiety as people hurry to get their last 
shilling of the day with enough time to get home safely. Our clients report with fewer hours in 
the day to trade, their ability to earn is restricted. At the same time, people understand it is 
important to restrict the potential spread of the disease, and in some cases, they even feel 
safer at night. 

KW: What	are	some	of	the	initiatives	by	the	private	sector? 

Wayne: This crisis, for all its pain and disruption, is an opportunity for people to rise to the 
occasion. 4G Capital is trying to play its part, supporting our small business clients and using 
our business training as a way to support public health education. We are one of many 
companies that is trying to genuinely arrest the spread of the virus and help communities 
overcome the challenges. It is quite inspiring to see other companies, such as Koko 
Networks, SafeBoda, Twiga Foods, Sokowatch and other Kenyan tech companies working 
together with multinationals like Citi Bank and governments to meet this challenge. Tough 
times can bring out the best in people. 

KW: We	have	seen	government	cut	VAT	and	tax	rates,	what	other	measures	would	greatly	
help	the	informal	sector? 
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Wayne: Cuts in tax rates and VAT are a bold and welcome move for the country. However, 
the informal traders who make up 95% of all businesses in Kenya, by nature of their lives, 
will not benefit from this. We must remember Kenya has only recently moved to an African 
‘middle income nation’ status, and there is much work to do to help the informal economy 
transition to a formal existence, integrated with the national tax and social security 
framework. 
Financially, the informal sector would benefit from a reduction in the cost of utilities and 
mobile phone charges, and to be treated with sympathy and support by the local authorities, 
who we must remember have challenges of their own.  We are all wananchi today, and we 
need to look after each other to get through this. 

KW: Where	do	we	go	from	here? 

Wayne: We must push on and effectively execute solutions without delay.  Financial 
inclusion and access to health services are more critical than ever. There is a wonderful 
upside to COVID-19. People are now being forced to realise how completely connected we 
are, and how the well-being of our neighbours, whether they be an individual or another 
country, however rich or poor, is as important as our own.  We are each others 
keeper. Beyond the immediate crisis, we must plan to rebuild the global economy in a way 
that gives fair value for everyone. We can re-start globalisation in a way that recognises 
everyone’s contribution, and doesn’t allow the exploitation of those with fewer advantages. 

https://kenyanwallstreet.com/protecting-the-informal-sector-is-key-when-tackling-covid-19/ 

Bruce Rule  April 1, 2020 

· Kenyan borrowers from microlenders can’t stay home to avoid coronavirus,
African lender 4G Capital says.

· Africa’s fintech sector — a favorite of investors — poised to accelerate, 4G’s CEO
says.

· While Africa has fewer coronavirus cases than elsewhere, the lack of social
infrastructure means the continent’s population would find it harder to cope with
the impact of social distancing during a pandemic.
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While social distancing and working from home are the current Western norm, Africans 
working to pay off loans from microlenders don’t have those options, according to Mauritius-
based lender 4G Capital. 

Four out of five Kenyans who borrow from 4G Capital are female, usually selling fast-moving 
items like agricultural products or consumer goods and living on a day-to-day basis. 
Refrigerators and kitchens stocked with weeks’ worth of food are rare. 

“It’s very hard to see a one-size-fits-all quarantine working everywhere in the world,” Wayne 
Hennessy-Barrett, founder and CEO of 4G Capital, told Karma from Cape Town. “The 
governments here in Africa are making the best efforts they can, but there isn’t the social 
infrastructure to pick up the slack.” 

Kenya and other countries in Africa are bracing for the impact of the pandemic, which has hit 
other continents harder. While there have been almost 720,000 confirmed cases and more 
than 33,000 deaths attributed to the pandemic worldwide, according to the World Health 
Organization, Kenya has seen only 38 cases and one death so far. Uganda, where 4G Capital 
also operates, has reported 33 cases and no deaths. 

4G Capital is among a number of 
microlenders including OPay and Tala that are 
growing quickly in Africa, which has one of 
the largest percentages of the world’s 
unbanked population. About 350 million of 
the world’s 2 billion unbanked people live in 
sub-Saharan Africa, according to the World 
Bank. There has been a downside though: 
Bloomberg Businessweek reported last 
month that about 2.5 million Kenyans, or 1 in 
10 adults, have defaulted on a digital loan. 

4G Capital, though, said it has a 92% 
repayment rate among the 150,000 
customers it has served over the years. More 
than four out of five clients are repeat 

customers, and clients generally take 20 to 25 days to repay loans that average $50 to $500. 

The high repayment rate can be attributed in part to the business training that 4G Capital 
provides its clients, Hennessy-Barrett said. Another factor that helps is the machine-learning 
algorithm that evaluates loan applications, he said. 4G Capital also only makes loans to 
businesses that have a physical location, which also helps ensure that they are stable. 

Indeed, Africa has been one of the world’s fastest-growing tech hubs. Venture capitalists 
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spent a record $1.3 billion in the continent last year, more than sixfold from five years ago, 
WeeTracker’s annual funding report shows. 

“I’m tempted to say innovation is going to accelerate,” Hennessy-Barrett said. The pandemic 
has revealed the “stark reality” of what is needed, which will spur more change. 

4G Capital is in the middle of a Series B financing round, which Hennessy-Barrett said has 
been delayed “a bit” because of the pandemic. But the microlender was able to raise $4 
million in debt from a local bank last year, and because of its clients’ high repayment rate “we 
run a very capital-efficient business.” 

The pandemic may hurt raising capital for everyone all around the world, he said, “but people 
shouldn’t lose sight of what is on the other side of the horizon. Good businesses will continue 
to need funding.” 

As for 4G Capital’s clients in Kenya and Uganda, Hennessy-Barrett sounded cautious but 
optimistic. 

“Africa has a young population” with “extraordinary life force,” he said. “They are very 
resilient and tough.” 

https://karmaimpact.com/kenyas-micro-borrowers-find-social-distancing-a-challenge-lender-4g-
capital-says/ 
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GENERAL COVERAGE 

Bloomberg 
Bloomberg Professional service (Bloomberg Terminal) provides real time 
financial information to more than 315,000 subscribers in 174 countries. 

Thomson Reuters 
Thomson Reuters is the leading source of intelligent information for the world's 
businesses and professionals. 
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Dow Jones Factiva 

Dow Jones Factiva is the world’s leading news and business information research tool. 

Lexis Nexis 
Lexis Nexis is a leading content provider serving customers in more than 100 countries. 
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https://ventureburn.com/2020/03/covid-19-and-african-tech-startups-roundup-27-03-2020/ 

4G Capital Provides Operational & Services Update Further To 
COVID-19 Outbreak In East Africa 

BUSINESS By Odhiambo Oduor Last updated Mar 28, 2020 

Technology-driven financial inclusion group, 4G CAPITAL, has announced an update on its 
operations across Kenya and Uganda whilst sharing its approach to safeguarding its clients, 
employees, and services amid the COVID-19 outbreak. 

4G Capital’s primary focus has been the removal of barriers that inhibit financial inclusion and 
unlocking the potential of East Africa’s micro and small businesses through the provision of 
working capital credit combined with financial literacy and business enterprise training. 
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As Kenya and Uganda go into ‘lock-down’, the COVID-19 outbreak threatens the most vital 
yet vulnerable segment of the economy, the informal sector. In Kenya, according to the FSD 
Kenya and Kenya Revenue Authority, approximately 95% of the country’s businesses and 
entrepreneurs operate within the informal sector, and only 24% of them own a business bank 
account. 

The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal sector, typically 
located in crowded open-air markets, where isolation and social distancing protocols are 
incredibly challenging. Restricted access to running water and sanitation will also create 
enormous difficulties as these businesses do their best to follow safety guidelines. 

The survival of small local businesses is critical to the welfare of local communities as they 
provide affordable food and daily provisions. In response, 4G Capital and other industry 
leaders have formed a coalition to enable access to sanitizer and handwashing facilities 
across market places in greatest need. 

According to the company, it is committed to helping its clients throughout this challenging 
period while supporting government policies. The company has adjusted processes to ensure 
business continuity and the safety of clients and employees. 4G Capital has over 100 local 
branches across Kenya and Uganda, and all will remain open while government policies allow; 
however, changes have been made to field activities to minimize social interaction. 

To safeguard the wellbeing and sustainability of the company, 4G Capital is enforcing strict 
financial disciplines across the Group while maintaining balanced and controlled operations. 
All non-priority projects have been postponed until further notice, and all non-essential 
operating expenses have been deferred in favor of efficiency and strengthened liquidity. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We have a clear mission to 
not only drive growth across the informal economy but to protect it. Our investors, 
management and employees are committed to the wellbeing, safety, and success of our 
clients. We stand proudly with those who continue to serve in times of greatest need and 
pray for those who find they cannot.” 

https://bizwatchkenya.com/2020/03/4g-capital-provides-operational-services-update-further-to-
covid-19-outbreak-in-east-africa/ 
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Africa: crisis a once in a decade 
opportunity 
ROB ELOFF, managing partner, Lateral CapitalON30 MARCH 2020 

As one of our portfolio CEOs in Kenya said this week: “It would be a shame to 
let a crisis go to waste.” 
Valuable companies will emerge from Africa irrespective of the Covid-19 pandemic because 
innovation happens in a backdrop of scarcity in normal times. It will pay to continue to focus 
on frontier markets while the world is melting down because this innovation is likely to 
continue at more attractive valuations, with the potential to deliver greater impact than 
elsewhere. 

Funding will slow down, in Asia venture funding slowed ~30% for two consecutive years after 
the ’02 SARS epidemic and in Latin America funding was down 50% following the 2015 Zika 
virus outbreak. In the years that followed these crises, the world got to know Alibaba, JD.Com 
and Nubank. 

In Africa technology emerges as a response to everyday challenges 
Well known examples include Kenya’s M-Pesa, Africa’s decentralised renewable energy 
revolution and the prevalence of remote learning in Nigeria. 

In his upcoming book “Out Innovate: How Global Entrepreneurs from Delhi to Detroit are 
Rewriting the Rules of Silicon Valley“, author and friend of Lateral, Alex Lazarow reminds us 
how companies operate and scale in markets without economic stability or a supportive 
startup ecosystem. 

“Start-ups operating amid conditions of relative scarcity, where capital and talent are hard to 
come by and economic shocks are more likely to occur, face unique pressures. Yet many have 
become superstars in their own right. Their formula involves a more balanced approach to 
growth, a focus on solutions to real problems, and investment in their workforce for the long 
term. These ‘frontier innovators’ hold important lessons for companies of all sizes and in all 
locations – including Silicon Valley itself.” 

Africa breeds anti-fragility 
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In the African context, key tenets of survival include: 

· Products and services that solve essential problems vs cyclical trends
· Measuring profitability from the outset rather than a singular focus on growth
· Enabling legacy infrastructure to work better, rather than simply focusing on

disruption
At this strange moment in history, we look to the technology community in Africa for 
leadership through innovation. 

This week we learned of the Nairobi and Lagos technology community responses to Covid-19. 

Portfolio company Koko Networks has re-calibrated its supply chain which spans across India 
and Kenya to convert ethanol for cooking fuel to sanitation products as part of a large scale 
collaboration to avert a humanitarian crisis in Kenya’s urban centres. 4G Capital is also part of 
the response via its working capital products to essential services for SMEs during the 
lockdown. Meanwhile portfolio company Lynk, which matches informal workers to demand 
for their products and services is working to match its B2B team with services delivery 
challenges. As we know, unless you solve for the poorest of the poor, transmission is a given. 
Lagos based Medsaf has been a leading provider of first response supplies to pharmacies and 
hospitals. 

Aside from our existing portfolio companies, a founder that we are following closely in 
Nigeria has a clear response to Covid19. Lifebank founder and CEO Temi Giwa-Tubosun has 
launched a national Quip register for critical healthcare infrastructure to fight Covid-19 across 
200 Nigerian hospitals. Lifebank is then connecting suppliers and technicians to get 
functioning hardware to where it is needed most. 

In Ghana, digital diagnostics company Redbird has launched its Covid-19 self check and 
resources app which will also cover Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and the US. 
In South Africa, Epione.net is leading the charge with its primary care logistics platform 
response. 

A Kauffman report titled ‘Is This The Black Swan Moment To Solve Big Problems?’ reminds us 
that: 

95% of the jobs created in the US over the past 20 years were from companies less than five 
years of age. Arguably this skew will be even more notable in frontier markets when we look 
back at 2020. 
VC fund vintages during adverse economic periods tend to outperform. We have written 
extensively about why a different model to traditional VC makes sense for Africa, but the 
valuation discount that we are already seeing this quarter cannot be ignored. What 
happened in more mature emerging markets historically that led to a crisis being a catalyst? 
SARS forced Alibaba and JD.Com online 
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The ’02 epidemic directly contributed to the birth and scale up of Chinese e-commerce. 
How? 

In a look back to how SARS contributed to the birth of e-commerce in China, this post 
reminds us that: 

“In 2003 e-commerce was just starting to emerge in China. After all, not many people had 
access to the internet. Alibaba was primarily a B2B platform, connecting US buyers with 
Chinese suppliers. JD.com was a chain of small electronics shops that launched an online e-
commerce site… 

“Alibaba was a four-year-old company that focused on B2B e-commerce, matching American 
procurement teams with Chinese suppliers. An Alibaba employee caught SARS when she was 
sent to attend the Canton Fair in May 2003. Alibaba’s 500+ employees were quarantined at 
home for twelve days and required to work from home. 

“Many countries around the world issued travel warnings for businessmen travelling to 
China, and thus many turned to Alibaba’s online business to source Chinese goods. Starting in 
March 2003, Alibaba’s B2B e-commerce business added 4,000 new members and 9,000 
listings each day, a 3-5x increase over the pre-SARS rate.” 

Similarities and differences to Africa 
Africa’s company formation, technology deployment and funding are on track with 2013-
2014 South East Asia as outlined in our end of year report. The key differences between the 
regions remain large scale adoption of e-commerce due to disposable income and last-mile 
infrastructure constraints, and fragmented regulatory environments. The rails to solve for 
some of these gaps have started to emerge with technology facilitating cross border 
payments, regional and continent-wide economic integration and savvy founders now 
focusing on last-mile logistics. 

SARS drove Chinese suppliers and consumers online. That is not going to happen the same 
way in Africa as we have seen with Jumia‘s struggle to scale. Mobile app-based commerce for 
specific needs is however starting to scale as we have seen with Lynk’s products and services 
on its Uber-like trust platform. It is difficult to pinpoint exactly which aspects of this crisis will 
bring down costs and behavioural barriers to a migration to online scale in Africa, but here 
are a few speculative guesses: 

De-monetisation could accelerate as countries outside of the East African Community, Ghana 
and Côte d’Ivoire realise that mobile money is not a luxury. Blockchain applications could 
finally take off with the to decreased friction they provide for consumer wallets when the 
value of local currency savings fall off a cliff in times of crisis. 
Multiplier effects from co-operation between ventures that can plug and play via APIs to 
leverage each other’s platforms. 
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Renewable energy that is interoperable between central and microgrids. In Nigeria remote 
work is impossible when the average Lagosian can rely on only 45 minutes of a 60W lightbulb 
daily from the central grid. 
Once in a decade opportunity 
Critical infrastructure needs are similar across Africa’s cities. A forced migration online (Zoom, 
e-everything) likely brings boundaries, barriers and costs lower and leads to a hustle and
innovation gear shift that is already incredibly exciting.

In sub-Saharan Africa there is already an element of “business as usual” for innovators with 
stretched resources and daily challenges. There will be pain, funding will become scarcer and 
macro-economic developments command a repricing of all assets, but for the engaged 
investor that is willing to roll up their sleeves and be part of the solutions demanded by the 
world’s fastest growing and youngest continent the opportunity to generate once in a decade 
returns and impact comes with high correlation and alignment. 

https://www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/africa-crisis-a-once-in-a-decade-opportunity/64311/ 

March 30, 2020 @ 10:38 pm By Omar Faridi 

Fintech credit provider 4G Capital, a firm that supports individuals and companies across 
Africa, has introduced operational and services updates for its business operations across 
Kenya and Uganda. 

The company has also shared how it is dealing with the deadly coronavirus (COVID-19) 
outbreak. 

FSD (Financial Sector Deepening) Kenya and the Kenya Revenue Authority revealed that 
about 95% of the nation’s businesses and entrepreneurs are currently operating within the 
informal economy. 
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Only around 24% of these companies have a business bank account. 4G capital noted that 
the firm remains committed to its customers and is supporting the relevant government 
guidelines, in order to survive during these challenging times. 

The firm has adjusted how it conducts its operations in order to ensure business continuity 
and the safety of both its customers and workers. 4G Capital has also assured its clients that 
its physical branches will continue to stay open as long as the government allows it. However, 
the Fintech has introduced several changes in an attempt to reduce social interactions. 

The company’s existing customers may access its financial services through its mobile 
platform. New clients have been told to contact the firm’s customer service center via email. 
The Fintech firm has also confirmed that, until further notice, it has delayed all non-priority or 
non-essential initiatives. It’s also going to be deferring all non-critical operating expenses, in 
order to maintain sufficient liquidity during these difficult and unpredictable times. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and founder at 4G Capital, stated: 

“We have a clear mission to not only drive growth across the informal economy but to 
protect it. Our investors, management and employees are committed to the wellbeing, safety 
and success of our clients. We stand proudly with those who continue to serve in times of 
greatest need and pray for those who find they cannot.” 

During the past few years, 4G Capital has been trying to eliminate barriers that prevent 
financial inclusion. The Fintech is trying to tap the potential of micro and small businesses by 
offering much-needed working capital credit. It is also offering financial literacy and business 
enterprise training. 

Founded in 2013, 4G Capital aims to serve micro-enterprises by offering financial literacy and 
enterprise training. It also provides financing to help small businesses. 

The company leverages machine learning (ML) technology to deliver key market insights. 

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2020/03/159473-fintech-credit-provider-4g-capital-adjusts-
business-operations-to-cope-with-coronavirus-outbreak/ 

ALSO APPEARING IN 

https://www.findevgateway.org/news/fintech-credit-provider-4g-capital-adjusts-business-
operations-cope-coronavirus-outbreak 
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COVID-19: Kenyan 4G Capital Provides Operational, 
Services Update on East Africa Outbreak 

March 28, 2020 

4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited, a market leader in technology-driven financial inclusion, has 
announced an update on its operations across Kenya and Uganda and shares its approach to 
safeguarding its clients, employees and services amid the COVID-19 outbreak. 

For over six years, 4G Capital’s primary focus has been the removal of barriers that inhibit 
financial inclusion and unlocking the potential of East Africa’s micro and small businesses 
through the provision of working capital credit combined with financial literacy and business 
enterprise training. 

As Kenya and Uganda go into ‘lock-down’, the COVID-19 outbreak threatens the most vital 
yet vulnerable segment of the economy, the informal sector. In Kenya, according to the FSD 
Kenya and Kenya Revenue Authority, approximately 95% of the country’s businesses and 
entrepreneurs operate within the informal sector, and only 24% of them own a business bank 
account. 

The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal sector, typically 
located in crowded open-air markets, where isolation and social distancing protocols are 
incredibly challenging. Restricted access to running water and sanitation will also create 
enormous difficulties as these businesses do their best to follow safety guidelines. 

The survival of small local businesses is critical to the welfare of local communities as they 
provide affordable food and daily provisions. In response, 4G Capital and other industry 
leaders have formed a coalition to enable access to sanitizer and handwashing facilities 
across market places in greatest need. 

4G Capital is committed to helping its clients throughout this challenging period while 
supporting government policies. The company has adjusted processes to ensure business 
continuity and the safety of clients and employees. 4G Capital has over 100 local branches 
across Kenya and Uganda, and all will remain open while government policies allow; 
however, changes have been made to field activities to minimise social interaction. 

Existing clients can access 4G Capital’s services seamlessly over its mobile technology 
platform, while new clients are advised to contact the Customer Service Centre by email: 
contact@4gcapital.com. 
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To safeguard the wellbeing and sustainability of the company, 4G Capital are enforcing strict 
financial disciplines across the Group while maintaining balanced and controlled operations. 
All non-priority projects have been postponed until further notice, and all non-essential 
operating expenses have been deferred in favour of efficiency and strengthened liquidity. 

CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, said: “We have a clear mission to 
not only drive growth across the informal economy but to protect it. Our investors, 
management and employees are committed to the wellbeing, safety and success of our 
clients. We stand proudly with those who continue to serve in times of greatest need and 
pray for those who find they cannot.” 

Barbra Nasimiyu, Nairobi 

https://technologymirror.com.ng/covid-19-kenyan-4g-capital-provides-operational-services-update-
on-east-africa-outbreak/ 
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PRESS RELEASE DISTRIBUTION REPORT 

https://www.cnbcafrica.com/apo/2020/03/26/4g-capit al-provides- 
operational-services-update-further-to -covid-19-outbreak-in-east- 
africa/ 

CNBC Africa is Africa's fastest growing investment and business news portal. Circulation:8 345 000 

https://www.africanews.com/2020/03/26/4g-capital-p rovides- 
operational-services-update-further-to-cov id-19-outbreak-in-east- 
africa// 

Africanews is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Euronews and the first pan-African multilingual news 
service. Circulation:11 700 000 

https://www.africanewshub.com/news/10659103-4g-cap ital- 
provides-operational-amp-services-update-furt her-to-covid-19- 
outbreak-in-east-africa 

Africa News Hub is a fully integrated web news aggregator thatÂ publishes over 5000 new stories each 
day. It is the best and easiest way to find news from more than forty african countries.(Africa) 
Circulation:743 140 

https://ibsintelligence.com/ibs-journal/ibs-news/f intech-4g-capital- 
announces-operational-services-u pdates/ 

Global independent perspective on financial technology from UK. Circulation:476 325 
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https://investafrica.com/member-insights/4g-capita l-provides- 
operational-services-update-further-to- covid-19-outbreak-in-east- 
africa/ 

Africaâ�™s Business Investment Platform. Connecting Business. Connecting Africa. 

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2020/03/159473-fi ntech-credit- 
provider-4g-capital-adjusts-business- operations-to-cope-with- 
coronavirus-outbreak/ 

Crowdfund Insider is the leading news and information web site covering the emerging global industry of 
disruptive finance including crowdfunding, Blockchain peer-to-peer / marketplace lending and oth 
Circulation:2 189 270 

https://bizwatchkenya.com/2020/03/4g-capital-provi des- 
operational-services-update-further-to-covid-1 9-outbreak-in-east- 
africa/ 

BizWatchKenya.com is a digital News, Business and Technology platform. We give you the latest news as 
they unravel. 

https://www.socialnews.xyz/2020/03/27/4g-capital-p rovides- 
operational-services-update-further-to-cov id-19-outbreak-in-east- 
africa/ 

Socialnews.xyz is an Indo-American News website. It covers Gossips,Politics,Movies,Technolgy,and 
Sports News and Photo Galleries and Live Coverage of Events via Youtube. 

https://menafn.com/1099921042/4G-Capital-provides- Operational- 
Services-Update-further-to-COVID-19-ou tbreak-in-East-Africa 

MENAFN - The Middle East North Africa Financial Network is a leader in providing Arab & global 
business and finance news to professionals all over the Middle East Circulation:< 30 000 
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https://www.einnews.com/pr_news/513112335/4g-capit al-provides- 
operational-services-update-further-to -covid-19-outbreak-in-east- 
africa 

EIN News is a world-leading news-monitoring service for business and political professionals, 
researchers and analysts (Washington). Circulation:6 404 290 

https://afrikanheroes.com/2020/03/27/4g-capital-pr ovides- 
operational-services-update-on-covid-19-out break-in-east-africa/ 

Afrikan Heroes was birthed with the sole desire to help as many people as possible overcome the 
crippling effect of poverty, and lack by unearthing their true potential and igniting the hidden treasur 

https://kmaupdates.com/4g-capital-provides-operati onal-services- 
update-further-to-covid-19-outbreak- in-east-africa/ 

Kabuubi Media Africa is an independent international online News Agency. Itâ�™s head quartered in 
Kampala, Uganda. 

https://businesstraffic.com.ng/4g-capital-provides -operational- 
services-update-on-covid-19-outbreak/ 

Business Traffic , is a Nigerian online publication dedicated to a comprehensive reportage of the 
Nigerian and global business environment with the aim of providing informed and authoritative informat 

https://www.africaupdates.com/News/News.aspx?NewsI d=11600 

Africa Updates Inc Â is a news blog that's dedicated to covering African News, including Technology, 
Sports, Business, and Entertainment among others.(Africa) Circulation:17,155 

https://statesman.ng/4g-capital-provides-operation al-services- 
update-further-to-covid-19-outbreak-in -east-africa/ 
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Statesman.ng is one the Most Visited Online Platform that Delivers Hot Fresh Nigerian Music, Video, 
News and Technology Content on a daily Basis to Nigerians Home and Abroad. 

https://technologymirror.com.ng/covid-19-kenyan-4g -capital- 
provides-operational-services-update-on-e ast-africa-outbreak/ 

TechnologyMirror is a resource tool for ICT decision-makers that delivers news, views and information 
through diverse content platforms, including online, e-newsletters, social media, print and it is 

https://www.techtvafrica.com/top-stories/4g-capita l-provides- 
operational-se 

Tech Tv Africa: Gateway For Established & Establishing Tech Players To Boost Sales In Africa's 
Technology Market. 

https://www.africa-newsroom.com/press/4g-capital-p rovides- 
operational-and-services-update-further-to -covid19-outbreak-in- 
east-africa?lang=en 

Founded in 2007, APO Group is a leading media relations' consulting firm in Africa and Middle East. 

http://www.africanews.it/english/4g-capital-provid es-operational- 
services-update-further-to-covid-19 -outbreak-in-east-africa/ 

Africanews.it aims to report the views, thoughts and analyses of African journalists.(Africa) 
Circulation:20 440 

https://www.en.afropages.fr/98-aan/apo-english/771 448-4g-capital- 
provides-operational-services-updat e-further-to-covid-19-outbreak- 
in-east-africa 

Afropages is one of the top news website in Africa. Circulation:214 255 

https://www.bizwireexpress.com/showstoryAPO.php?st 
oryid=10001 
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BizWire Express - Bringing you the latest news as it happens from all over the world. Circulation:231 
775 

https://www.africanewshub.com/news/10659206-4g-cap ital- 
provides-operational-amp-services-update-furt her-to-covid-19- 
outbreak-in-east-africa 

Africa News Hub is a fully integrated web news aggregator thatÂ publishes over 5000 new stories each 
day. It is the best and easiest way to find news from more than forty african countries.(Africa) 
Circulation:743 140 

https://www.einpresswire.com/article/513112335/4g- capital- 
provides-operational-services-update-furth er-to-covid-19-outbreak- 
in-east-africa 

EIN Presswire is a press release distribution service of EIN News. EIN News is a news aggregation 
service provides business professionals and individuals with relevant and interesting news products 
Circulation:804095 

https://www.info-communication.com/en/2326134750-4 g-capital- 
provides-operational-services-update-fur ther-to-covid-19-outbreak- 
in-east-africa 

Nous informons, nous communiquons 

https://feed.easybranches.com/za/news-politics/255 44680 

Easy Branches wants to advance to number one as the best Software and Web Developer that offers our 
costumers multimedia about News and Entertainment, Video, Games, Blog, Forum, etc. 

https://aptantech.com/2020/03/4g-capital-partners- to-boost-hygiene- 
efforts-within-east-africas-smes- to-fight-covid-19/ 

Circulation:265 355 

Over 20 more additional pages of similar coverage links... 
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SOCIAL MEDIA 

· https://www.facebook.com/NigerianStatesman/posts/1096866 844006065

· https://www.facebook.com/Afrikanews/posts/1015863023709 5992

· https://www.facebook.com/Afrikanheroes/posts/53608780398 9105

· https://www.facebook.com/NnnNewsNigeria/posts/321760639 8258144

· https://www.facebook.com/TechTvAfric/posts/280661590274 8214

· https://www.facebook.com/capitalethiopia/posts/1015825464 2464923

· https://www.facebook.com/lchconsultancy/posts/3050655081 665545

· https://www.linkedin.com/posts/lydia-claire-halliday- 4562133_msmefinance-
localbusinesses-financialinclusion- activity-6649209030369660928-VEzn
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GENERAL NEWS

Clearing your mind, giving thanks for the gifts from the Creator, setting 
yourself to the right frequency to add the most value is the best start 
to any day, a practice 4G Capital CEO Wayne Hennessy-Barratt lives by. 

“Meditation is a must,” he says. 

For over six years, 4G Capital’s primary focus has been on unlocking 
the potential of East Africa’s informal micro and small businesses 
through the provision of working capital credit combined with financial 
literacy and business enterprise training.  

A virtual sit down with the firm's chief executive reveals how the 
business has continued to deliver a strong performance over the years. 

What do you attribute the firm’s success to?   

Our mission is to maximise shared value for financial growth.  We are creating opportunities by 
bridging the MSME finance gap and unlocking the potential of the informal sector.  So, we succeed 
when our clients succeed.   

From the beginning, we knew we needed to create our own technology to measure credit-worthiness 
that was not based on bank records, phone bills or CRBs, but on our own assessment.  What we do 
hasn’t been done before—our methods of ‘due diligence’ blend in-person interviews with digital 
assessments.  

The data we collect is filtered through our artificial intelligence, which we call ‘EVA’ (short for 
‘evaluation algorithm’).  We can then offer an affordable loan at the right size for that client. 
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Since 4G Capital began seven years ago, our collection rates have been on average 95%, with 82% 
client repeat business, proving that our method works.  

 We surveyed clients with one of our partners, Technoserve, and found that our unique approach of 
business training combined with working capital credit increased client revenue by 82 per cent over a 
year.   

What has been the most challenging area in your leadership?  

We want to see client protection regulation in the digital lending sector strengthened for our clients. 

We are encouraged by the actions taken by the CBK and government so far, but I think this is a 
challenge for all responsible players, not just us.   

As a business we too need access to affordable capital, in local currency, for onward lending.  It took 
us a while to find the right financing partners, but we’ve had great success recently.  

Our financing partnership with Cooperative Bank last year was one of the first examples of a fintech 
and a bank working together to benefit the informal economy.   

It’s our job to get affordable, accessible business credit moving into the economy where it is needed.  
This is not something we can do alone, and we’re looking forward to establishing new partnerships in 
the near future.   

We are living in the age of disruption where the new normal of business is employees staying at 
home, how has your firm worked to ensure maximum profitability? 

We’re incredibly lucky in this regard.  As a fintech, most of our critical tech and systems are in-house, 
so working from home is easy for us.  We’re also blessed in Kenya with a government that 
understands the importance of the informal economy.   

 We are still lending to operational businesses, even at this challenging time, including through our 
Kuza partnerships with Proctor & Gamble and other providers.    

We have had to close some of our Kenyan and Ugandan branches in markets where social distancing 
cannot be observed.  But we are prioritising our clients’ needs, and are discounting our pricing by 10 
per cent and cancelling all late-fees for any client who has struggled to repay. We’re here to grow 
businesses, and in doing so, we succeed too.   

Where do you see the biggest opportunities as countries battle with COVID-19?  

This crisis is giving us all pause for thought.  We are seeing people take care of each other. 

Technology is helping us stay connected and productive in ways we could never have hoped even five 
years ago.  
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4G Capital is providing health care products such as masks and access to soap and sanitiser. 

We’re experiencing critical education in sanitation that will not only protect us from this virus but also 
other diseases and infections transmitted through dirty hands and poor hygiene.   

Every problem has a solution, and for people who can provide that solution, there is an opportunity to 
create shared value. 

How has staying at home been like for you? 

This has been a real blessing.  Too often, I have spent time away from my family at work or travelling.  
Being at home means family meals together.  It means spending time helping with home schooling 
and listening to how my kids see the world. These are amazing moments I would have missed 
otherwise.  My two sons and 7-year-old daughter are all keen boxers, so there is no let-up to the 
morning exercise schedule! 

Do you have a regimen that you’ve been following? If so, could you outline how your day goes and 
how different it is from your normal routine? 

I get up around 0530hrs, try for a 45-minute workout and a 10-minute meditation and if possible, a 
journal entry.  Then make breakfast for the kids with my superstar wife, who also works as Chief of 
Staff in the company.  I try for a decent catch up with a different senior manager once a day outside 
the usual work routine to make sure they’re OK and give them the opportunity to share their personal 
thoughts and feelings. 

How do you make everything Simple when everything is so busy? 

Trying to see to the heart of an issue helps me prioritise.  “What is critical and must be done now? 
What is important and should be done next? What is a distraction from should be cut away?”  
Prioritise, and keep going until the job is done.  Make time to breathe, think and communicate.  
Above all, keep a humble heart.  No-one is successful without the help of others, so help others also 
whenever you can. 

https://www.the-star.co.ke/business/2020-05-17-4g-capitalfinancing-small-businesses-through-tech/ 
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4G Capital Group Limited (“4G CAPITAL”), a 
market leader in technology-driven financial 
inclusion, has partnered with the insurtech 
innovator Turaco to bring affordable micro 
health insurance solutions to clients across 
Kenya. 

Since 2013, 4G Capital’s primary focus has been 
to unlock the potential of East Africa’s micro 
and small businesses through the provision of 
working capital credit combined with financial 
literacy and business enterprise training. 

By offering micro health insurance, 4G Capital 
hopes to protect its 104,000 Kenyan clients 
from devastating financial consequences as a 

result of sickness or injury. The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal 
sector, where one unexpected financial burden could put them out of business. 

42% of low-income households in Kenya experience a catastrophic financial event caused by 
hospitalisation every five years. According to Kenya’s Ministry of Health, almost 13% of Kenyans are 
unable to seek help for health care services due to lack of funds, and over 6% of households are at risk 
of impoverishment as a consequence of unexpected health care expenditure. 

According to the Kenyan Government’s most recent UHC Social Assessment Report, 62% of Kenyans do 
not have health insurance, the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF)  

covers 35% of all Kenyans, and approximately 1.5 million (c.3%) Kenyans have private healthcare 
insurance. 

Turaco, is offering 4G Capital’s clients an insurance package designed to ease the financial burdens 
associated with hospital admissions and death. The insurance is a safety net for people who are 
hospitalised for three consecutive nights or more, or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. The 
cost of a 12-month policy starts at Ksh. 1,000/year. 4G Capital’s clients will be able to claim via 
WhatsApp or telephone and receive cash sent to their mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. The 
product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd., and distributed by Ellard Insurance 
Agency Ltd. DBA Turaco. 

Financial technology credit provider 4G Capital 
has partnered with insurance provider Turaco to 
offer an affordable health insurance package to 
its 104,000 micro and small business clients in 
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During these extraordinary times brought about by COVID-19, the survival of small businesses is critical 
to the welfare of communities across Kenya as they provide affordable food and vital daily provisions. 
Turaco’s insurance policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G Capital’s clients. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to partner with 
Turaco to bring this most urgent health insurance to our clients in their hour of greatest need. Informal 
market traders are the spark needed for national economic recovery. 4G Capital provides the fuel, and 
now with Turaco we can support the health and wellbeing of our incredible and inspiring clients.” 

Ted Pantone, CEO and Co-Founder of Turaco, said: “Our mission is to free people from the fear of 
financial shocks, which is all the more relevant during this COVID-19 pandemic. Working with 4G Capital 
presents a great opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with our vision. 
Although many things in life are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare should not be one 
of them. We’re glad to be working towards making this a reality for 4G Capital’s clients.” 

4G Capital now has over 90 local branches across Kenya and Uganda, and all remain open and 
supportive of the Government pandemic management policies. Existing clients can access 4G Capital’s 
services seamlessly over its mobile technology platform, while new clients can contact the Customer 
Service Centre by email: contact@4gcapital.com 

https://africanbusinessmagazine.com/company-profile/4g-capital/4g-capital-brings-micro-health-
solutions-to-clients-across-kenya/ 

Nairobi headquartered Fintech firm 4G Capital has partnered with Kenya’s micro-insurance startup, 
Turaco, to offer micro health insurance to their clients in Kenya. 

The cover, whose cost of a 12-month policy starts at KSh1,000 per year, also takes into account 
COVID-19 patients. 

In the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, the fintech firm is also offering the following: 

Reducing the pricing of loans by 10% 
Cancellation of all late-fees for clients who are struggling to repay 
According to the firm, the majority of its clients are traders who operate within the informal sector, 
where one unprecedented financial burden could put them out of business. Therefore, Turaco is 
offering them an insurance package designed to ease the financial burdens associated with hospital 
admissions and death. 

The cover caters for people who are hospitalized for three consecutive nights or more, or in the 
unfortunate event that they pass away. 
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Furthermore, the clients will have the ability to claim via WhatsApp or telephone, and then receive 
cash via their mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. 

Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd. is the product’s underwriters, with Ellard Insurance Agency Ltd. 
DBA Turaco being the distributor. 

4G Capital began its operations in Kenya in 2013 by providing financial literacy training blended with 
unsecured working capital credit. The firm says it has lent over 750,000 loans valued at $90 million. 

https://kenyanwallstreet.com/4g-capital-introduces-micro-health-insurance/ 

Nairobi headquartered Fintech firm 4G Capital has partnered with Kenya’s micro-insurance startup, 
Turaco, to offer micro health insurance to their clients in Kenya. The cover, whose cost of a 12-month 
policy starts at KSh1,000 per year, also takes into account COVID-19 patients. 

https://www.newsbreak.com/news/0P0SZw3E/4g-capital-introduces-micro-health-insurance 

4G Capital has partnered with the insurtech firm Turaco to provide a micro health insurance package 
to its clients across Kenya via WhatsApp or telephone and mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. 

4G Capital says the claim will be offered to clients either hospitalised for 3 consecutive nights or 
more, or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. The cost of a 12-month policy starts at Ksh. 
1,000/year. The product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd., and distributed by 
Ellard Insurance Agency Ltd. DBA Turaco. 

“We are delighted to partner with Turaco to bring this most urgent health insurance to our clients in 
their hour of greatest need. Informal market traders are the spark needed for national economic 
recovery,” said CEO and Founder Wayne Hennessy-Barrett. 
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4G Capital, founded in 2013, provides working capital credit for East Africa’s micro and small 
businesses, micro health insurance will help the firm protect it’s 104,000 Kenyan clients from 
devastating financial consequences as a result of sickness or injury or COVID-19. 

The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal sector, where one 
unexpected financial burden could put them out of business. 42% of low-income households in Kenya 
experience a catastrophic financial event caused by hospitalisation every five years.  

According to Kenya’s Ministry of Health, almost 13% of Kenyans are unable to seek help for health 
care services due to lack of funds, and over 6% of households are at risk of impoverishment as a 
consequence of unexpected health care expenditure.  

Kenyan Government’s most recent UHC Social Assessment Report show that 62% of Kenyan’s do not 
have health insurance, the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) covers 35% of all Kenyans, and 
approximately 1.5 million (c.3%) Kenyans have private healthcare insurance. 

During these extraordinary times brought about by COVID-19, the survival of small businesses is 
critical to the welfare of communities across Kenya as they provide affordable food and vital daily 
provisions. Turaco’s insurance policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G Capital’s 
clients. 

“Our mission is to free people from the fear of financial shocks, which is all the more relevant during 
this COVID-19 pandemic,” Ted Pantone, CEO and Co-Founder of Turaco. “Working with 4G Capital 
presents a great opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with our vision. 
Although many things in life are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare should not be 
one of them. We’re glad to be working towards making this a reality for 4G Capital’s clients.” 

Early this year, Turaco raised $1.2 million in seed funding to further scale its operations across Africa. 
The $1.2 million round followed a $40,000 received in grant funding late last year from Villgro Kenya 
and between $50,000 to $60,000 venture building support facilitated by inclusive fintech accelerator, 
Catalyst Fund.  

Pantone said the firm is still looking for additional value-aligned investors who have the capacity to 
support the firm’s vision to insure a billion people who include 4G Capital’s clients from over 90 local 
branches across Kenya and Uganda. 

https://www.kenyantribune.com/4g-capital-partners-turaco-to-bring-micro-health-insurance-across-
kenya/ 
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Nairobi, Kenya, May 8, 2020//-4G Capital Group Limited (4G Capital), a market leader in technology-
driven financial inclusion, has partnered with the insurtech innovator Turaco to bring affordable micro 
health insurance solutions to clients across Kenya. 

Since 2013, 4G Capital’s primary focus has been to unlock the potential of East Africa’s micro and 
small businesses through the provision of working capital credit combined with financial literacy and 
business enterprise training. 

By offering micro health insurance, 4G Capital hopes to protect it’s 104,000 Kenyan clients from 
devastating financial consequences as a result of sickness or injury. 

The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal sector, where one 
unexpected financial burden could put them out of business. 

42% of low-income households in Kenya experience a catastrophic financial event caused by 
hospitalisation every five years.  According to Kenya’s Ministry of Health, almost 13% of Kenyans are 
unable to seek help for health care services due to lack of funds, and over 6% of households are at 
risk of impoverishment as a consequence of unexpected health care expenditure. 

According to the Kenyan Government’s most recent UHC Social Assessment Report, 62% of Kenyan’s 
do not have health insurance, the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) covers 35% of all Kenyans, 
and approximately 1.5 million (c.3%) Kenyans have private healthcare insurance. 

Turaco, is offering 4G Capital’s clients an insurance package designed to ease the financial burdens 
associated with hospital admissions and death. The insurance is a safety net for people who are 
hospitalised for 3 consecutive nights or more, or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. 

The cost of a 12-month policy starts at Ksh. 1,000/year. 4G Capital’s clients will be able to claim via 
WhatsApp or telephone and receive cash sent to their mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. The 
product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd., and distributed by Ellard Insurance 
Agency Ltd. DBA Turaco. 

During these extraordinary times brought about by COVID-19, the survival of small businesses is 
critical to the welfare of communities across Kenya as they provide affordable food and vital daily 
provisions.  Turaco’s insurance policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G 
Capital’s clients. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to partner with 
Turaco to bring this most urgent health insurance to our clients in their hour of greatest need. 
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Informal market traders are the spark needed for national economic recovery.  4G Capital provides 
the fuel, and now with Turaco we can support the health and wellbeing of our incredible and inspiring 
clients.” 

Ted Pantone, CEO and Co-Founder of Turaco, said: “Our mission is to free people from the fear of 
financial shocks, which is all the more relevant during this COVID-19 pandemic. Working with 4G 
Capital presents a great opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with 
our vision. 

Although many things in life are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare should not be 
one of them. We’re glad to be working towards making this a reality for 4G Capital’s clients”. 

https://africaneyereport.com/4g-capital-brings-micro-health-insurance-solutions-to-kenyans/ 
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TRADE MEDIA 

by Milcah Lukhanyu 

4G Capital has partnered with the insurtech firm Turaco to provide a micro health insurance package 
to its clients across Kenya via WhatsApp or telephone and mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. 

4G Capital says the claim will be offered to clients either hospitalised for 3 consecutive nights or more, 
or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. The cost of a 12-month policy starts at Ksh. 1,000/year. 
The product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd., and distributed by Ellard Insurance 
Agency Ltd. DBA Turaco. 

“We are delighted to partner with Turaco to bring this most urgent health insurance to our clients in 
their hour of greatest need. Informal market traders are the spark needed for national economic 
recovery,” said CEO and Founder Wayne Hennessy-Barrett. 

4G Capital, founded in 2013, provides working capital credit for East Africa’s micro and small 
businesses, micro health insurance will help the firm protect it’s 104,000 Kenyan clients from 
devastating financial consequences as a result of sickness or injury or COVID-19. 

The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are traders operating within the informal sector, where one 
unexpected financial burden could put them out of business. 42% of low-income households in Kenya 
experience a catastrophic financial event caused by hospitalisation every five years.  

According to Kenya’s Ministry of Health, almost 13% of Kenyans are unable to seek help for health care 
services due to lack of funds, and over 6% of households are at risk of impoverishment as a 
consequence of unexpected health care expenditure. 

Kenyan Government’s most recent UHC Social Assessment Report show that 62% of Kenyan’s do not 
have health insurance, the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) covers 35% of all Kenyans, and 
approximately 1.5 million (c.3%) Kenyans have private healthcare insurance. 

During these extraordinary times brought about by COVID-19, the survival of small businesses is critical 
to the welfare of communities across Kenya as they provide affordable food and vital daily provisions. 
Turaco’s insurance policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G Capital’s clients. 
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“Our mission is to free people from the fear of financial shocks, which is all the more relevant during 
this COVID-19 pandemic,” Ted Pantone, CEO and Co-Founder of Turaco. “Working with 4G Capital 
presents a great opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with our vision. 
Although many things in life are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare should not be one 
of them. We’re glad to be working towards making this a reality for 4G Capital’s clients.” 

Early this year, Turaco raised $1.2 million in seed funding to further scale its operations across Africa. 
The $1.2 million round followed a $40,000 received in grant funding late last year from Villgro Kenya 
and between $50,000 to $60,000 venture building support facilitated by inclusive fintech accelerator, 
Catalyst Fund. 

Pantone said the firm is still looking for additional value-aligned investors who have the capacity to 
support the firm’s vision to insure a billion people who include 4G Capital’s clients from over 90 local 
branches across Kenya and Uganda. 

22nd May 2020: Readers 994 
https://techmoran.com/2020/05/08/4g-capital-partners-turaco-to-bring-micro-health-insurance-to-
clients-across-kenya/ 

12TH MAY 2020 

BY: REBECCA CAMPBELL 
CREAMER MEDIA SENIOR DEPUTY EDITOR 

Kenya- and Uganda-focused fintech 4G Capital Group (4G) has announced a partnership with 
‘insurtech’ company Turaco, which operates in the same two countries, to provide affordable micro 
health insurance to 4G’s 104 000 customers in Kenya. Most of the fintech’s clients are informal sector 
traders, who are very vulnerable to unexpected financial demands, just one of which could put them 
out of business. 

Medical, especially hospital, expenses are just such unexpected demands. Every five years 42% of 
Kenyan low-income households suffer a “catastrophic” financial blow as a result of hospitalisation. 
The country’s Ministry of Health has reported that nearly 13% of Kenyans lack the money to pay for 
medical assistance and more than 6% of households could be impoverished if faced with unforeseen 
health care costs. 

The Kenyan government’s most recent Universal Health Care Social Assessment Report showed that 
62% of Kenyans did not possess health insurance, while only 32% of the population was covered by 
the National Hospital Insurance Fund. Just 3% of Kenyans had private health insurance.  
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“Our mission is to free people from the fear of financial shocks, which is all the more relevant during 
this Covid-19 pandemic,” affirmed Turaco co-founder and CEO Ted Pantone. “Working with 4G 
Capital presents a great opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with 
our vision. Although many things in life are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare 
should not be one of them.” 

The insurance policy being offered to 4G’s clients covers people who are hospitalised for three or 
more days, or who die. The cost of a 12-month package starts at 1 000 Kenyan shillings (just over 
R171) a year and clients can claim using their phones or WhatsApp, with the cash being sent to their 
mobile money wallets in only 72 hours. The policies are underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance 
Kenya.  

“We are delighted to partner with Turaco to bring this most urgent health insurance to our clients in 
their hour of greatest need,” highlighted 4G founder and CEO Wayne Hennessy-Barrett. “Informal 
market traders are the spark needed for national economic recovery. 4G Capital provides the fuel, 
and now with Turaco we can support the health and wellbeing of our incredible and inspiring clients.” 

https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/two-companies-partner-to-provide-micro-health-
insurance-to-informal-traders-in-kenya-2020-05-12/rep_id:4136 

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/4g-capital#section-overview 
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4G Capital Group, which promotes technology-driven financial 
inclusion, has partnered with InsurTech and microinsurance startup 
Turaco to introduce micro health insurance solutions to clients 
across Kenya. 

By offering micro health insurance, 4G Capital hopes to protect its 
104,000 Kenyan clients from devastating financial consequences as 
a result of sickness or injury. The majority of 4G Capital’s clients are 
traders operating within the informal sector, where one 

unexpected financial burden could put them out of business, according to an African Business report 

The Kenyan government’s most recent Universal Health Coverage (UHC) Social Assessment Report 
shows that 62% of Kenyans do not have health insurance. The National Hospital Insurance Fund 
(NHIF) covers 35% of all Kenyans, and approximately 1.5 million (c.3%) Kenyans have private 
healthcare insurance. 

Turaco is offering 4G Capital’s clients an insurance package designed to ease the financial burdens 
associated with hospital admissions and death. The insurance is a safety net for people who are 
hospitalised for three consecutive nights or more, or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. 
The cost of a 12-month policy starts at KES1,000 ($9.43) a year. 4G Capital’s clients will be able to 
claim via WhatsApp or telephone and receive cash sent to their mobile money wallets in just 72 
hours. The product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya, and distributed by Ellard 
Insurance Agency DBA Turaco. 

Turaco’s insurance policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G Capital’s clients. 

4G Capital has over 90 local branches across Kenya and Uganda, and all remain open and supportive 
of government pandemic management policies. 

Since 2013, 4G Capital’s primary focus has been to unlock the potential of East Africa’s micro and 
small businesses through the provision of working capital credit combined with financial literacy and 
business enterprise training.  

https://www.meinsurancereview.com/News/View-NewsLetter-Article?id=61622&Type=Africa 
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1. BBC Africa - In Focus Interviews, June 2020

12th June 2020 - How does an entrepreneur plan for a company’s future during a global 
pandemic 
Interviewee: Valentine Nasila 

CLICK BELOW for full interview 
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26th June 2020 - Is this a good time to take a loan? 
Interviewee: Valentine Nasila 

CLICK BELOW for full interview 
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2. B-Corporation, June 2020

As the world struggles to emerge from the COVID-19 crisis, B Corporations may offer the reeling economy a way 
forward. Jessica Yinka Thomas, Poole College of Management’s director of the Business Sustainability 
Collaborative (BSC) and president of B Academics, explains how these businesses are better positioned than many 
other companies to withstand economic downturns. 

Certified B Corporations, present in 150 different industries and more than 70 countries globally, are for-profit 
companies certified by the nonprofit B Lab for meeting the highest standards of public transparency and social 
and environmental performance. These companies are committed to balancing profit and purpose with strict 
legal accountability – and their model just might be the solution to more stable businesses and a more equitable 
economy. 

Already, B Corps have proven to be more resilient to economic downturns. Anthea Kelsick, co-CEO of B Lab U.S. 
& Canada, notes – in a Forbes article written by contributor Esha Chhabra – that these businesses were 64 percent 
more likely to fare well during the 2008 financial crisis than other businesses of comparable size. The key to their 
resilience? Stronger relationships, Kelsick thinks. 

B Corps, with an emphasis on stakeholder engagement, are well-positioned to weather financial storms like the 
one caused by COVID-19. Because of their commitment to maintaining strong relationships with workers, 
customers, suppliers and communities alike, they are more prepared to make necessary adjustments in the face 
of economic turbulence. 

Kelsick explains, “When a company’s business model is to deliver value to stakeholders, when the needs of their 
stakeholders change, that company will more intuitively pivot their business model to serve those shifts in needs.” 

Additionally, employees of B Corps experience greater protection. Before the COVID-19 crisis hit, B Corps were 
already well-positioned to protect their workers. B Corps are more likely than other comparable businesses to 
offer employees a living wage, health care benefits, paid caregiver leave and sick leave. In most cases, these 
businesses provided adequate benefits for employees before the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and 
CARES Act required them.  

Because people of color and lower-income workers have been disproportionately impacted by COVID-19, the 
pandemic has exposed economic inequities. People of color, who are more likely to be categorized as essential 
workers, have been at higher risk for exposure to COVID-19 – and many people of color, when the outbreak 
began, lacked sick leave and felt compelled to go to work while sick. B Corps, with a model built on diversity 
equity, inclusion, professional development and fair treatment of workers, safeguarded the vulnerable in various 
ways. 

B Corps, then, may be the key to building a more equitable economic system that meets everyone’s needs – and 
that offers greater job security, too. While stories of CEOs giving up salaries in order to keep employees on the 
payroll have swept the nation, B Corps were less likely to have significant wage disparities between workers to 
begin with – making such measures unnecessary.  

In fact, many B Corps also offer significant financial support for workers. Rhino Foods, for example, developed an 
Income Advance Program that gives employees access to same-day emergency loans. 
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A force for good 
But in addition to their resilience and their emphasis on protecting employees, B Corps are also outward-facing. 
The stability of B Corps in the COVID-19 crisis also allows them to more effectively be a force for good in their 
communities.  

The B Corp model is good news for societies facing staggering unemployment rates, struggling businesses and 
people in need. B Corps, compared to comparable sized businesses, are more likely to create job opportunities 
for chronically underemployed populations, support other local businesses and promote civic engagement.  

For instance, in a recent article in the News & Observer, Happy Dirt CEO Sandi Kronick mentioned hearing from 
farmers she hadn’t heard from in years. Happy Dirt, a farmed-owned food distributor in Durham, offers its farmers 
a network of restaurants, stores and home delivery box clubs. She’s also seen a resurgence in community-
supported agriculture, in which farms sign customers up for a season of weekly boxes containing meat, produce 
and other goods.  

Ryan Hurley, co-founder of Vert & Vogue in Durham, N.C., is collaborating with other community leaders to create 
an emergency loan fund for local small businesses. Duke University, in response, agreed to match up to $1 million 
toward a small business recovery program.  

Another B Corp, Whiteboard, launched a community website for the Chattanooga, Tenn. area highlighting 
practical ways to serve neighbors. Meanwhile, Murphy’s Naturals in Raleigh, N.C. altered its production to 
produce hand sanitizer for thousands of essential workers. “Part of Murphy’s Naturals’ DNA is to Do Others Good, 
so when we identified an opportunity to serve, we acted,” says founder Philip Freeman in an article posted on 
bthechange.com.  

As consumer needs change due to COVID-19, these corporations have made necessary adjustments to ensure 
they provide products benefiting customers. 

Several B Corps, recognizing the need for a greater supply of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), have adjusted 
their business models to produce and sell PPE. Likewise, Safe Hands Kenya mobilized an alliance of various Kenyan 
organizations, including B Corp 4G Capital, to develop a new supply chain, ensuring that sanitation products would 
reach every Kenyan.  

Stronger together 
As the pandemic rages on, B Corps have proved incredibly resilient – yet they are not immune to its impacts. 

In response, many B Corps have banded together to support one another. They formed a Financial Resiliency Task 
Force to help smaller B Corps access capital they need. Shea Moisture and its parent company, Sundial Brands, 
launched a $1 million fund to provide relief for women of color entrepreneurs impacted by COVID-19. B Lab East 
Africa developed a resource hub to help local B Corps navigate the various challenges introduced by COVID-19.  

And though COVID-19 has forced many companies to make difficult decisions, B Corps’ devotion to transparency 
has set them apart. Ben Coniff, co-founder and Chief Brand Officer of Luke’s Lobster, explains in a Conscious 
Company webcast that the company’s culture of transparency allowed employees to understand the finances 
behind its decision to shut down 25 of its 26 restaurants. “Our employees have a very good understanding of how 
the business works and how we make decisions,” Coniff says. “When you understand how the business operates, 
you can have conversations about layoffs in an honest and transparent way.” 

Indeed, COVID-19’s economic effects have been manifold. The pandemic, among other things, has turned 
economic fissures into gaping chasms. Many B Corps, with an aim to build an economic system that works for 
everyone, see the crisis as an opportunity for businesses to reexamine their foundations and seek long-term 
solutions to systemic problems. 
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For instance, B Corps have a responsibility to measure the impact of their business on the environment. B Corps 
around the world are already providing opportunities for employees to use alternative commuting options and 
to telework. They’re doing more with less, understanding resource scarcity. B Corps are more likely to have 
transparency across their supply chain and understand potential disruption risks. They’re tracking the impact of 
energy, water, and other natural resources from their business. 

Amidst this time of product shortages as a result of COVID-19, many people are turning to B Corps to fill those 
needs while keeping their supply chain safe. Dr. Bronner’s has altered their production schedule but is still trying 
to maintain all of their environmental practices. Darcy Shibber-Knowles, director of operational sustainability and 
innovation at Dr. Bronner’s and co-leader of the B Corp Climate Collective Steering Committee, understands the 
importance of connecting with the broader B Corp community. As shared in an article for the Certified B Corporate 
website, “working and learning together with other B Corps to address the climate crisis is a crucial, timely, and 
thrilling part of Dr. Bronner’s commitment to ‘Treat Earth Like Home’, one of our cosmic principles.” 

For companies eager to learn from B Corps, the B Impact Assessment is a helpful place to begin. This free tool, 
used to assess companies for B Corp certification, provides a roadmap for organizations seeking to strengthen 
their own policies and strategies. 

Poole College’s Business Sustainability Collaborative is also committed to helping students and companies learn 
from B Corps. BSC offers a B Corp Clinic that connects students to aspiring and certified B Corps. 

https://poole.ncsu.edu/news/2020/06/01/need-to-know-in-an-economy-ravaged-by-covid-19-b-corps-open-a-
door-for-change/ 
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3. 4G Capital provides MicroHealth Insurance, June 2020

26th June 

Financial technology credit provider 4G Capital has partnered with insurance provider Turaco to offer an 
affordable health insurance package to its 104,000 micro and small business clients in Kenya. 

4G Capital Group Limited (“4G CAPITAL”), a market leader in technology-driven financial inclusion, has partnered 
with the insurtech innovator Turaco to bring affordable micro health insurance solutions to clients across Kenya. 

Since 2013, 4G Capital’s primary focus has 
been to unlock the potential of East Africa’s 
micro and small businesses through the 
provision of working capital credit 
combined with financial literacy and 
business enterprise training. 

By offering micro health insurance, 4G 
Capital hopes to protect its 104,000 Kenyan 
clients from devastating financial 
consequences as a result of sickness or 
injury. The majority of 4G Capital’s clients 
are traders operating within the informal 
sector, where one unexpected financial 
burden could put them out of business. 

42% of low-income households in Kenya experience a catastrophic financial event caused by hospitalization every 
five years. According to Kenya’s Ministry of Health, almost 13% of Kenyans are unable to seek help for health care 
services due to lack of funds, and over 6% of households are at risk of impoverishment as a consequence of 
unexpected health care expenditure. 

According to the Kenyan Government’s most recent UHC Social Assessment Report, 62% of Kenyans do not have 
health insurance, the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) covers 35% of all Kenyans, and approximately 1.5 
million (c.3%) Kenyans have private healthcare insurance. 

Turaco is offering 4G Capital’s clients an insurance package designed to ease the financial burdens associated with 
hospital admissions and death. The insurance is a safety net for people who are hospitalized for three consecutive 
nights or more, or in the unfortunate event that they pass away. The cost of a 12-month policy starts at Ksh. 
1,000/year. 4G Capital’s clients will be able to claim via WhatsApp or telephone and receive cash sent to their 
mobile money wallets in just 72 hours. The product is underwritten by Prudential Life Assurance Kenya Ltd., and 
distributed by Ellard Insurance Agency Ltd. DBA Turaco. 

During these extraordinary times brought about by COVID-19, the survival of small businesses is critical to the 
welfare of communities across Kenya as they provide affordable food and vital daily provisions. Turaco’s insurance 
policies cover COVID-19, giving additional peace of mind to 4G Capital’s clients. 
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Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to partner with Turaco to bring 
this most urgent health insurance to our clients in their hour of greatest need. Informal market traders are the 
spark needed for national economic recovery. 4G Capital provides the fuel, and now with Turaco we can support 
the health and wellbeing of our incredible and inspiring clients.” 

Ted Pantone, CEO and Co-Founder of Turaco, said: “Our mission is to free people from the fear of financial shocks, 
which is all the more relevant during this COVID-19 pandemic. Working with 4G Capital presents a great 
opportunity to get more people insured with a partner that is aligned with our vision. Although many things in life 
are uncertain, the ability to access and afford healthcare should not be one of them. We’re glad to be working 
towards making this a reality for 4G Capital’s clients.” 

4G Capital now has over 90 local branches across Kenya and Uganda, and all remain open and supportive of the 
Government pandemic management policies. Existing clients can access 4G Capital’s services seamlessly over its 
mobile technology platform, while new clients can contact the Customer Service Centre by email: 
contact@4gcapital.com 

https://afunion.com/2020/06/26/4g-capital-brings-micro-health-solutions-to-clients-across-kenya/ 
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4. MasterCard Foundation, August 2020

Nairobi, Kenya — The Mastercard Foundation today announced a series of key partnerships that will bring relief 
and build the resilience of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) in Kenya. As the effects of the 
COVID-19 global pandemic ripple through economies, women and young people are expected to bear the 
greatest burden as a result of reduced employment opportunities, layoffs and poorly performing MSMEs, most 
of which are led and owned by women and young people. 

The organisations that will start rolling out the interventions targeting MSMEs this month, through support from 
the Mastercard Foundation COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program, are Kenya Private Sector Alliance 
(KEPSA), WomenWork Network, Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI), and TechnoServe, 
with technical support from the Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

The commitment from the Mastercard Foundation to the four lead partner organisations totals USD15 million 
and will support a series of interventions that will facilitate business continuity, especially for those MSMEs led 
and owned by young women and help to cushion the economy in Kenya. 

"MSME's are the backbone of the economy and they need support more than ever.  The Mastercard Foundation 
is proud to work with these partners to deliver tailored support to tens of thousands of MSMEs with the aim of 
helping them sustain their activities and continue to provide opportunities for dignified work," said Daniel Hailu, 
Regional Head Eastern and Southern Africa at the Mastercard Foundation. 

KEPSA, in close collaboration with the Government of Kenya, will target 400 MSMEs to access an emergency 
finance facility that will be managed by Grassroots Business Fund as the independent Fund Manager. The 
partnership will include the rollout of a virtual MSMEs business recovery hub to provide business development 
service as well as increasing KEPSAs ability to support women businesses. 

The partnership with WomenWork Network through their Rebuild Program, will focus on low cost loans to 
women-led MSMEs to enable the businesses to withstand the significant revenue drops they are currently 
experiencing. The low cost emergency loans will enable them to sustain jobs that may otherwise have been lost 
and access tailored online business training. The Rebuild program will be available to the over 4,000 women who 
are members of the  #Womenworkke Facebook group. 

The Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) will run interventions that include low cost 
businesses loans to deserving MSMEs and a trade digital platform to support an e-commerce ecosystem to make 
the enterprises more agile and resilient. The intervention will target 15,000 direct members of KNCCI, 
supplemented by 85,000 KNCCI association members, especially focusing on the hawkers, the fashion industry, 
Jua Kali, retailers, and restaurants. 

Grassroots Business Fund will manage the facility that will provide concessionary loans to members of the 3 
organisations, KNCCI, KEPSA and WomenWorks Networks. The loans will boost the microenterprises  by providing 
them with working capital that allows them to navigate challenges brought on by the COVID-19 health crisis. The 
loans to microenterprises will target businesses country-wide and priority will be given to youth and women-led 
enterprises and to certain sectors such as agriculture, retail, healthcare.  

TechnoServe will work with 28,000 microretailers, primarily women and young people, through the Micro-
enterprises Strengthened for Pandemic Adaptation and Resilience in Kenya (mSPARK) program, providing 
targeted digital technical assistance and facilitating financial support through financial-technology credit provider 
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4G Capital. The emergency repayable business grants will support overhead expenses such as salaries, rent, and 
utilities, and, in conjunction with the technical assistance provided through the program, will enable 
microretailers to source vital products and digitize their operations. This program, which is being rolled out in 
Nairobi and surrounding metropolitan counties as well as Mombasa and Kilifi counties, will help to stabilize and 
strengthen the resilience of microretailers who own general shops, salons, restaurants and eateries that are 
essential to the economies and food security of vulnerable communities. 

"I have a shop called Network Shop in Kiganjo Thika on the outskirts of Nairobi. When COVID-19 struck I didn't 
know what to do and that caused me a lot of panic and stress. I was struggling to keep my business running and I 
almost closed down due to the financial hardships. A repayable grant will be a lifesaving opportunity as I will have 
the funds to stay afloat and not have to close down my shop. Being trained on how to navigate through such a 
crisis will allow me get out of the crisis better and stronger," said 24-year old business owner, wife and mother of 
twins, Elizabeth Jeremiah. 

Each of the program partners will share information with the public on how to access the technical and financial 
support. Young people engaged in micro and small enterprises are especially encouraged to apply through any 
one of the partners.  

About KEPSA 
The Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA) is the apex body of the private sector in Kenya, established to drive 
economic development through year on year improvements in the business environment, by addressing cross 
cutting business issues, driving investments and addressing socio-economic issues with partners. KEPSA brings 
together business associations, corporate bodies, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and start-ups to speak in 
one voice, working closely with Government and other stakeholders through structured Public Private Dialogue 
(PPD) platforms and other engagement mechanisms. 

About WomenWork Network 
Founded in Kenya with pan-African ambition, WomenWork Network is a technology-driven company focused on 
the advancement of African women entrepreneurs through digital peer-to-peer communities, knowledge 
enhancement and access to capital to improve their chances of success. WomenWork Network focuses on first 
time women entrepreneurs who are navigating a rapidly changing business environment. They are the missing 
middle contributing to Africa's economies today and who will be tomorrow's leaders. 

About KNCCI 
The Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) was established in 1965 as the umbrella body of 
the private sector in Kenya. The Chamber is an autonomous, non-profit, membership-based and private sector 
lobby institution with countrywide outreach of 47 County Chambers, and thousands of members countrywide. 
KNCCI delivers its mandate through enterprise development programs and growth solutions across various 
business value chains.  Market development, training, advocacy and network are the key pillars upon which KNCCI 
is anchored and extended to the entire business community, and all sectors of the economy. 

About Grassroots Business Fund 
Grassroots Business Fund (GBF) is an impact investment organization that utilizes the power of blended capital to 
invest in traditionally under-financed businesses. GBF's mission is to grow viable, sustainable, and inclusive 
businesses that generate incomes or cost savings for lower income people in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. GBF 
leverages it's experienced in-country investment teams as well as local technical assistance providers to source 
and strengthen its investee companies. 

About TechnoServe 
TechnoServe is a leader in harnessing the power of the private sector to help people lift themselves out of poverty. 
A non-profit organization operating in 29 countries, we work with hard working men and women in the developing 
world to build competitive farms, businesses, and industries. By linking people to information, capital, and 
markets, we have helped millions to create lasting prosperity for their families and communities. 
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About 4G Capital 
4G Capital has supported the sustainable growth of micro-enterprises in Africa since 2013, providing financial 
literacy and enterprise training with right-sized working capital loans.  Clients receive training via mobile apps and 
face-to-face outreach.  Loans are accessed using mobile money in under two minutes with either smart or feature 
phones.  4G Capital consistently achieves very high collections rates without collateral or refinancing its clients by 
only lending to viable businesses on terms that are right-sized for them.  4G Capital has over 100,000 clients and 
is on target to positively impact over 1 million people by 2021.  With operations in Kenya and Uganda, award-
winning 4G Capital is now scaling across the continent and expanding its suite of products and services. 

About the Mastercard Foundation 
The Mastercard Foundation works with visionary organizations to enable young people in Africa and in Indigenous 
communities in Canada to access dignified and fulfilling work.  It is one of the largest, private foundations in the 
world with a mission to advance learning and promote financial inclusion to create an inclusive and equitable 
world. The Foundation was created by Mastercard in 2006 as an independent organization with its own Board of 
Directors and management. 

https://allafrica.com/stories/202008060474.html 

Nairobi, Kenya – This month, international 
nonprofit TechnoServe and the Mastercard 
Foundation announced the launch of the 

Micro-Enterprises Strengthened for Pandemic Adaptation and Resilience in Kenya (mSPARK) program, a one-year 
partnership to help 28,000 entrepreneurs respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Kenya’s micro, small, and medium-sized enterprise (MSME) sector is vitally important, accounting for nearly one-
third of the country’s GDP and employing more than eight million people directly and indirectly. Informal retail 
shops form the bulk of MSMEs and are essential to local communities –  reaching populations often overlooked 
by larger firms, serving as a vital link in food supply chains, and providing economic opportunities in areas where 
there are few, particularly for young people and women. 

However, micro-enterprises are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of the COVID-19 crisis , which is creating 
new challenges for these businesses. The combination of lockdowns, curfews, and broader economic disruptions 
has often made it difficult for micro-enterprises to maintain their sales, source supplies, and operate safely. 
Without support, many of these businesses will have to lay off staff or close permanently. 

“When COVID-19 struck, I didn’t know what to do, and that caused me a lot of panic and stress,” said Elizabeth 
Jeremiah, owner of a micro-retail shop outside of Nairobi. “I was struggling to keep my business running, and I 
almost closed down due to the financial hardships.” 

By combining financial support with timely technical advice, the mSPARK program is designed to help 28,000 
entrepreneurs—70% of whom will be young people, and 60% women—in and around Nairobi, Mombasa, and 
Kilifi to keep their micro-enterprises afloat so they can continue to serve their communities. Using digitally 
enabled training, the program will equip entrepreneurs with a toolkit of skills needed to adapt their businesses to 
the current crisis. The program will also engage suppliers and distributors of essential goods to strengthen their 
connections with micro-retailers and minimize disruptions to the supply chain. 

“Micro-enterprises form the backbone of so many communities in Kenya, but they are facing a moment of real 
crisis due to the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TechnoServe’s Alice Waweru, program director of mSPARK. “We must 
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urgently act to help entrepreneurs save their businesses, and we are excited to partner with the Mastercard 
Foundation and 4G Capital on this initiative.” 

Working in close collaboration with fintech company 4G Capital, mSPARK will help entrepreneurs access $4.4 
million in repayable grants to cover immediate working capital needs, as well as strengthen their long-term access 
to finance. 

“A repayable grant will be a lifesaving opportunity, as I will have the funds to stay afloat and not have to close 
down my shop. Being trained on how to navigate through such a crisis will allow me to get out of it  better and 
stronger,” added Jeremiah. 

“MSMEs need support more than ever and the Mastercard Foundation is proud to work with these partners to 
deliver tailored support to tens of thousands of MSMEs. Our aim is to help them sustain their activities and 
continue to provide opportunities for dignified work,” said Daniel Hailu, Regional Head, Eastern and Southern 
Africa at the Mastercard Foundation. 
https://www.technoserve.org/news/new-program-to-help-28000-kenyan-micro-enterprises-respond-
to-the-covid-19-crisis/ 

The Mastercard Foundation has announced a series of key partnerships that will bring relief and build the 
resilience of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in Kenya.In a statement released on Thursday, 
Mastercard Foundation said as the effects of the Covid-19 global pandemic ripple through economies, women 
and young people are expected to bear the greatest burden.This will be as a result of reduced employment 
opportunities, layoffs and poorly performing MSMEs, most of which are led and owned by women and young 
people.”The organisations that will start rolling out the interventions targeting MSMEs this month, through 
support from the Mastercard Foundation Covid-19 Recovery and Resilience Program, are Kenya Private Sector 
Alliance (Kepsa), WomenWork Network, Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI), and 
TechnoServe, with technical support from the Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital,” the foundation stated. 

The commitment from the Mastercard Foundation to the four lead partner organisations totalled to USD15 
million  (Sh1.6 billion) and will support a series of interventions that will facilitate business continuity, especially 
for those MSMEs led and owned by young women and help to cushion the economy in Kenya.“MSME’s are the 
backbone of the economy and they need support more than ever. 

The Mastercard Foundation is proud to work with these partners to deliver tailored support to tens of thousands 
of MSMEs with the aim of helping them sustain their activities and continue to provide opportunities for dignified 
work,”  Daniel Hailu, Regional Head Eastern and Southern Africa at the Mastercard Foundation said.Kepsa, in close 
collaboration with the GoK, will target 400 MSMEs to access an emergency finance facility that will be managed 
by Grassroots Business Fund as the independent Fund Manager.The partnership will include the roll out of a 
virtual MSMEs business recovery hub to provide business development service as well as increasing Kepsa’s ability 
to support women businesses.The partnership with WomenWork Network through their Rebuild Program, will 
focus on low cost loans to  women-led MSMEs to enable the businesses to withstand the significant revenue 
drops they are currently experiencing.The low cost emergency loans will enable them to sustain jobs that may 
otherwise have been lost and access tailored online business training.The Rebuild program will be available to the 
over 4,000 women who are members of the  #Womenworkke Facebook group.The Kenya National Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) will run interventions that include low cost businesses loans to deserving MSMEs 
and a trade digital platform to support an e-commerce ecosystem to make the enterprises more agile and 
resilient.The intervention will target 15,000 direct members of KNCCI, supplemented by 85,000 KNCCI association 
members, especially focusing on the hawkers, the fashion industry, Jua Kali, retailers, and restaurants. 
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Grassroots Business Fund will manage the facility that will provide concessionary loans to members of the 3 
organisations, KNCCI, Kepsa and WomenWorks Networks.The loans will boost the micro enterprises by providing 
them with working capital that allows them to navigate challenges brought on by the Covid-19 health crisis.The 
loans to micro enterprises will target businesses country-wide and priority will be given to youth and women-led 
enterprises and to certain sectors such as agriculture, retail, healthcare.TechnoServe will work with 28,000 micro-
retailers, primarily women and young people, through the Micro-enterprises Strengthened for Pandemic 
Adaptation and Resilience in Kenya (mSPARK) program, providing targeted digital technical assistance and 
facilitating financial support through financial-technology credit provider 4G Capital. 

The emergency repayable business grants will support overhead expenses such as salaries, rent, and utilities, and, 
in conjunction with the technical assistance provided through the program, will enable micro-retailers to source 
vital products and digitize their operations.This program, which is being rolled out in Nairobi and surrounding 
metropolitan counties as well as Mombasa and Kilifi counties, will help to stabilise and strengthen the resilience 
of micro-retailers who own general shops, salons, restaurants and eateries that are essential to the economies 
and food security of vulnerable communities.“I have a shop called Network Shop in Kiganjo Thika on the outskirts 
of Nairobi. When Covid-19 struck I didn’t know what to do and that caused me a lot of panic and stress. I was 
struggling to keep my business running and I almost closed down due to the financial hardships,” 24-year old 
business owner, wife and mother of twins, Elizabeth Jeremiah said.”A repayable grant will be a lifesaving 
opportunity as I will have the funds to stay afloat and not have to close down my shop. Being trained on how to 
navigate through such a crisis will allow me get out of the crisis better and stronger.” 
https://www.kenyachamber.or.ke/2020/08/07/mastercard-foundation-partnership-to-bring-relief-to-msmes/ 

NAIROBI, Kenya, Aug 6 – The Mastercard Foundation today 
announced a series of key partnerships that will bring relief and build 
the resilience of micro-, small- and medium- enterprises (MSMEs) in 
Kenya. 

As the effects of the COVID-19 global pandemic ripple through economies, 
women and young people are expected to bear the greatest burden as a 
result of reduced employment opportunities, layoffs and poorly performing 
MSMEs, most of which are led and owned by women and young people. 

The organisations that will start rolling out the interventions targeting 
MSMEs this month, through support from the Mastercard Foundation 

COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program, are Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA), WomenWork Network, 
Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KNCCI), and TechnoServe, with technical support from the 
Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

The commitment from the Mastercard Foundation to the four lead partner organisations totals USD15 million 
and will support a series of interventions that will facilitate business continuity, especially for those MSMEs led 
and owned by young women and help to cushion the economy in Kenya. 

“MSME’s are the backbone of the economy and they need support more than ever.  The Mastercard Foundation 
is proud to work with these partners to deliver tailored support to tens of thousands of MSMEs with the aim of 
helping them sustain their activities and continue to provide opportunities for dignified work,” said Daniel Hailu, 
Regional Head Eastern and Southern Africa at the Mastercard Foundation. 
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KEPSA, in close collaboration with the Government of Kenya, will target 400 MSMEs to access an emergency 
finance facility that will be managed by Grassroots Business Fund as the independent Fund Manager. The 
partnership will include the rollout of a virtual MSMEs business recovery hub to provide business development 
service as well as increasing KEPSAs ability to support women businesses. 

The partnership with Women Work Network through their Rebuild Program, will focus on low cost loans to 
women-led MSMEs to enable the businesses to withstand the significant revenue drops they are currently 
experiencing. The low cost emergency loans will enable them to sustain jobs that may otherwise have been lost 
and access tailored online business training. The Rebuild program will be available to the over 4,000 women who 
are members of the  #Womenworkke Facebook group. 

The Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) will run interventions that include low cost 
businesses loans to deserving MSMEs and a trade digital platform to support an e-commerce ecosystem to make 
the enterprises more agile and resilient. The intervention will target 15,000 direct members of KNCCI, 
supplemented by 85,000 KNCCI association members, especially focusing on the hawkers, the fashion industry, 
Jua Kali, retailers, and restaurants. 

Grassroots Business Fund will manage the facility that will provide concessionary loans to members of the 3 
organisations, KNCCI, KEPSA and WomenWorks Networks. The loans will boost the microenterprises  by providing 
them with working capital that allows them to navigate challenges brought on by the COVID-19 health crisis. The 
loans to microenterprises will target businesses country-wide and priority will be given to youth and women-led 
enterprises and to certain sectors such as agriculture, retail, healthcare. 

Techno Serve will work with 28,000 microretailers, primarily women and young people, through the Micro-
enterprises Strengthened for Pandemic Adaptation and Resilience in Kenya (mSPARK) program, providing 
targeted digital technical assistance and facilitating financial support through financial-technology credit provider 
4G Capital. The emergency repayable business grants will support overhead expenses such as salaries, rent, and 
utilities, and, in conjunction with the technical assistance provided through the program, will enable 
microretailers to source vital products and digitize their operations. This program, which is being rolled out in 
Nairobi and surrounding metropolitan counties as well as Mombasa and Kilifi counties, will help to stabilize and 
strengthen the resilience of microretailers who own general shops, salons, restaurants and eateries that are 
essential to the economies and food security of vulnerable communities. 

“I have a shop called Network Shop in Kiganjo Thika on the outskirts of Nairobi. When COVID-19 struck I didn’t 
know what to do and that caused me a lot of panic and stress. I was struggling to keep my business running and I 
almost closed down due to the financial hardships. A repayable grant will be a lifesaving opportunity as I will have 
the funds to stay afloat and not have to close down my shop. Being trained on how to navigate through such a 
crisis will allow me get out of the crisis better and stronger,” said 24-year old business owner, wife and mother of 
twins, Elizabeth Jeremiah. 

https://www.capitalfm.co.ke/business/2020/08/mastercard-foundation-unveils-key-partnerships-to-
drive-covid-19-recovery-and-resilience-efforts-for-msmes-in-kenya/ 
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Monday, September 07, 2020 
By Kamau Maichuhie, Gender Reporter 

What you need to know: 
WomenWork in partnership with MasterCard Foundation launched a program to offer emergency loans and 
business expertise to women entrepreneurs. 
The loans are aimed at assisting those whose businesses have disproportionately been affected by Covid-19. 

Kenya will receive Sh1.5 billion for the program to facilitate business continuity for enterprises with less than 10 
employees and a turn-over below Sh500,000. 

Women in business and employment have been the hardest hit by the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on the 
economy. 

In June, the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) released data showing that more than 50 per cent of 
working women have been rendered jobless by the pandemic. 

However, women in business, in the country, can now have a sigh of relief after WomenWork in partnership with 
MasterCard Foundation launched a program to offer emergency loans and business expertise to women 
entrepreneurs. 

The loans are aimed at assisting those whose businesses have disproportionately been affected by the pandemic. 

Covid-19 pandemic 
In May, the government confirmed that indeed, women had been adversely affected economically by the Covid-
19 pandemic compared to their male counterparts. 

Public Service, Youth and Gender Cabinet Secretary Prof Margaret Kobia, in a television interview, indicated that 
60 per cent of people who have lost their jobs are women. 
“The crisis has affected women with many of them working in the informal sector losing their businesses and 
jobs,” she said 

The program, which is part of the MasterCard Foundation Covid-19 recovery and resilience project. The 
organisation is working with Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

Business continuity 
Kenya will receive Sh1.5 billion for the program and this will facilitate business continuity for enterprises with less 
than 10 employees and a turn-over below Sh500,000. 

Apart from the private entities, the government has rolled out programs aimed at lifting women entrepreneurs 
in the country. 

In the Budget Statement presented to the nation by National Treasury Cabinet Secretary Ukur Yatani in June, the 
CS set aside Sh3 billion for the Credit Guarantee Scheme, which will allow for provision of affordable credit to 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). 
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“To support the recovery and growth of MSMEs through various interventions including operationalization of the 
Credit Guarantee Scheme and further expand opportunities for them, the government will gazette and enforce 
the list of items to promote the ‘Buy Kenya, Build Kenya’,” said Mr Yatani. 

Transparent monitoring 
Women in manufacturing also won with the government announcing it will champion the ‘Buy Kenya, Build Kenya’ 
by supporting local companies. 

To ensure the growth and sustainability of enterprises owned by women, youth and persons living with 
disabilities, the National Treasury re-engineered the Access to Government Procurement Opportunities (AGPO) 
portal to enable real-time registration and transparent monitoring of the implementation of the scheme. 

Mr Yatani added that the system has been linked to other government institutions including Kenya Revenue 
Authority (KRA), National Council for Persons with Disability, Registrar of Companies and IFMIS to facilitate faster 
verification and reporting. 

“The National Treasury directed all procuring entities to ensure prompt payment for all contracts performed by 
these target groups,” said the CS. 

Economies of scale 
To ensure that women manufacturers get back on their feet in the wake of the pandemic, the Chairperson of 
Women in Manufacturing Kenya Ms Flora Mutahi recently urged the government to bring down imports 
comprising goods also manufactured locally to encourage Buy Kenya Build Kenya slogan and at the same time 
provide ample market to manufacturers in the country. 

She urged women in the manufacturing industry to formalise their businesses as it will enable them trade with 
the government and other big customers. 

“Government needs to make the formalization process efficient for ease of doing business in the country. This 
will give SMEs an opportunity to access local markets as well as supply the government. This will enable them to 
grow because of economies of scale,” she said. 

Architectural Association of Kenya (AAK) president Mugure Njendu in June, said it was time Kenya considered an 
economic stimulus package for companies facing closure due to a Covid-19 related economic slump. 

“Bailout loans should be offered at favourable rates and terms that are not stringent particularly to those 
businesses that employ a lot of Kenyans,” she said. 

https://nation.africa/kenya/gender/firm-bails-out-women-in-business-1933998 
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Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) and the Mastercard Foundation have entered into a 
partnership that will see 25,000 Micro, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (MSMEs) in Kenya benefit from an 
interest free, zero fee short-term concessional loan. The COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program will be 
implemented by KNCCI through its county chapters across the 47 counties. 

Here Is What You Need To Know 
Through the Mastercard Foundation COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program, KNCCI will target businesses 
owned by youth (18–35 years), women-owned (18–70 years) and enterprises that support a large number of 
youth (18–35 years) that have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The aim of this program is to assist the 
MSMEs to ensure business continuity and sustainability. 
The target businesses need to have been in existence for at least one year and have been affected by the COVID-
19 pandemic. These businesses will mainly be drawn from the sectors of hawkers, Jua Kali, retailers, the fashion 
industry and restaurants. 

The facility is a revolving fund, available to 
repeat borrowers upon repayment of the 
loan within two months. The funds will not 
be available to businesses that sell drug-
related substances including alcohol and 
tobacco, manufacture weapons and are 
involved in war-related activities, in 
gambling and betting sectors, in sex-
related industries, or are owned by state or 
parastatal actors. 
KNCCI will pre-screen applications from 
eligible applicants. Applications received 
from affected businesses will be pre-
screened against a set eligibility criterion 
before approval and the disbursement of 
funds. The loans will be administered by 

Grassroots Business Fund (GBF) and Fourth Generation Capital (4G Capital). 

https://afrikanheroes.com/2020/09/17/mastercard-launches-interest-free-loan-facilities-for-25000-
msmes-and-startups-in-kenya/ 
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ByFounder360° TeamPublished on September 2, 2020 

WomenWork in partnership with the Mastercard Foundation, has launched Rebuild, a program that offers 
emergency loans and business expertise to women entrepreneurs in Kenya. 

The Rebuild Program includes an emergency interest-free short-term working capital loan for businesses, expert-
driven business training and support from an engaging peer community of other women entrepreneurs – all 
delivered online. 

This is the first time that WomenWork is running such an initiative in partnership with the Mastercard Foundation 
in Kenya. The emergency loan facility is aimed at providing a soft landing against COVID-19 which has 
disproportionately affected women-owned businesses. 

The Rebuild business support loans for women-owned businesses by WomenWork is part of the Mastercard 
Foundation COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program including three other organisations, with technical 
support from the Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

The commitment of US$15 million (Kshs 1.5 billion) from the Mastercard Foundation to help to cushion the 
economy in Kenya will be channelled through four lead partner organisations in support of a series of 
interventions that will facilitate business continuity for over 25,000 Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises with 
less than ten employees and a turn-over below US$5,000 (Kshs 500,000).   

The short-term emergency loans are for job protection and working capital payable in two months with no 
interest, collateral or fees to enable the businesses to survive through the pandemic and beyond. 

The eligibility for the loans includes an outline of the proposed use of funds and the ability to repay. Individual 
businesses will access loans starting from a minimum of Kenya Shillings 31,200. Borrowers can apply for additional 
emergency loans after repayment of the first one. 

“The Rebuild Program is an exciting and significant milestone in the history of our organization. It provides us with 
the opportunity to offer the much-needed support to our community of women entrepreneurs who are facing 
significant challenges arising from the effects of COVID-19 and have either closed or are at the point of almost 
closing.” Said Asha Mweru, Co-founder WomenWork Network. 

Read: 8 Business Ideas You Can Easily Start Today While Still Keeping Your Day Job 

Daniel Hailu, Regional Head Eastern and Southern Africa, Mastercard Foundation commented: “Even in ordinary 
times, women-owned businesses face difficulties accessing lines of credit. These challenges have been 
exacerbated by COVID-19; a pandemic which generally and fundamentally threatens progress on gender equality. 
We all need to take extraordinary measures in response, becoming even more intentional about supporting 
women-led enterprises and safeguarding the jobs they create.” 

The loan facility is open to businesses across all sectors that are operational in Kenya for at least six months and 
have 51% or more women shareholding, 50 employees or less, and generate revenues of up to five million Kenya 
Shillings per annum. 
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Successful applicants of the Rebuild Program by WomenWork in partnership with the Mastercard Foundation will 
receive the emergency funds directly to their mobile money accounts. 

In addition to the funding, program participants will not only receive a business needs assessment and be able to 
address any gaps with business experts but also join a network of diverse women entrepreneurs for peer support. 

Building off of the existing #WomenWorkKE Facebook group, all aspects of the program will be delivered online 
to meet the changing needs and preferences of women entrepreneurs. 

https://founder360mag.com/womenwork-mastercard-foundation-launch-us15m-fund-for-women-
entrepreneurs-in-kenya/ 

Women-run enterprises have secured a Ksh 1.5 billion emergency loan through MasterCard Foundation and 
WomenWork Network to cushion them against the adverse effects of COVID-19. 

The Rebuild Program which is part of part of the Mastercard Foundation COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience 
Program targets 25,000 businesses with emergency loan facility  aimed at providing a soft landing against COVID-
19 which has disproportionately affected women-owned businesses. 

“The Rebuild Program provides us the opportunity to offer the much-needed support to our community of 
women entrepreneurs who are facing significant challenges arising from the effects of COVID-19 and have either 
closed or are at the point of almost closing.” WomenWork Network co-founder Asha Mweru said. 

Under the Rebuild Program, the businesses will access emergency interest-free short-term working capital loan, 
expert-driven business training and support from an engaging peer community of other women entrepreneurs – 
all delivered online.     

Besides cushioning the economy, MasterCard Foundation has said the fund will ensure business continuity to the 
women-led Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises with less than ten employees and a turn-over below Kenya 
Shillings 500,000. 

“Even in ordinary times, women-owned businesses face difficulties accessing lines of credit. These challenges 
have been exacerbated by COVID-19; a pandemic which generally and fundamentally threatens progress on 
gender equality. We all need to take extraordinary measures in response, becoming even more intentional about 
supporting women-led enterprises and safeguarding the jobs they create. That is the driving impetus for this 
collaboration with WomenWork, who we are glad to welcome as a new partner.”Daniel Hailu, Regional Head 
Eastern and Southern Africa, Mastercard Foundation said. 

The short-term emergency loans are for job protection and working capital payable in two months with no 
interest, collateral or fees to enable the businesses to survive through the pandemic and beyond. The eligibility 
for the loans includes an outline of the proposed use of funds and the ability to repay. 

Individual businesses will access loans starting from a minimum of Kenya Shillings 31,200 through mobile phones. 
However, borrowers can apply for additional emergency loans after repayment of the first one. 
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“We hope that our emergency funding will enable women to survive these devastating effects of COVID-19 on 
their businesses, and hopefully, protect against imminent job losses and stabilize their businesses through this 
period.”Mweru said. 

The loan facility is open to businesses across all sectors that are operational in Kenya for at least six months and 
have 51% or more women shareholding, 50 employees or less, and generate revenues of up to Ksh 5 million 
annually. 

The Rebuild business support loans for women-owned businesses by WomenWork is part of the Mastercard 
Foundation COVID-19 Recovery and Resilience Program including three other organisations, with technical 
support from the Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

https://www.kbc.co.ke/mastercard-foundation-releases-funding-for-women-run-ventures/ 

Chamber of commerce, Mastercard 
disburse Sh3m Covid loans 
by MARTIN MWITA, Business Writer 
23 October 2020 - 10:00 

The funds are targeting youth and women owned MSMES. 
In Summary 

•Businesses to get interest-free loans of between Sh20,000 and Sh30,000.
•Monies will be disbursed by via mobile money by 4G Capital.

Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) in partnership with the Mastercard Foundation, has 
lent Sh3 million to small businesses affected by Covid-19 Pandemic. 

The loans are part of the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), Covid-19 Recovery and Resilience 
Program targeting MSMEs impacted by the pandemic. 

The funds, inform of revolving interest-free loans of between Sh20,000 and Sh30,000 are targeting the youth and 
women-owned MSMES, to provide them with financial assistance so that they can continue to operate during 
and post Covid. 

“The world has gone through unprecedented disruptions over the last several months occasioned by the Covid-
19 pandemic. While this crisis started initially as a health issue, it very quickly morphed into an economic disaster 
that has severely impacted many businesses,” noted Louise Kabucho. 

She is the project coordinator–KNCCI and the Mastercard Foundation Recovery and Resilience Program. 

Speaking during the initial disbursement of funds to the first beneficiaries, in Nairobi, Kabucho said MSMEs have 
been hard hit not just in Kenya but across the globe. 

Eligible MSMEs for the funds are for youth aged between 18- 35 years and Women (18 -70 years ) owned 
enterprises who are members of KNCCI. 

This may include members from Jua Kali sector, hawkers, retailers ,fashion industry players and restaurants. 
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“As a responsible organization, we at the Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry took a deliberate 
decision early on to stand with our members and to help them pivot back to a position of growth” Kabucho said. 

Monies will be disbursed by via mobile money by 4G Capital. 

As the effects of the Covid-19 global pandemic ripple through economies, women and young people are expected 
to bear the greatest burden as a result of reduced employment opportunities, layoffs and poorly performing 
MSMEs, most of which are owned by the latter. 

Kenya National Federation of Jua Kali Associations CEO Richard Muteti has encouraged MSMEs across the country 
to utilize the opportunity to pivot back to a position of growth. 

https://www.the-star.co.ke/business/kenya/2020-10-23-chamber-of-commerce-mastercard-disburse-sh3m-
covid-loans/  

Entities up support for female entrepreneurs 
amid Covid-19 
Tuesday, October 27, 2020 
Lucy Wanjiru | Nation Media Group 
By Kamau Maichuhie 

Kepsa CEO Carole Karuga at a past press briefing on the impact of Covid-19 on the economy. The organisation 
recently organised a meeting to accelerate advocacy for greater supplier diversity for women enterprises. 

What you need to know: 
Kepsa organized a virtual meeting dubbed #SupplierDiversitySummit to accelerate advocacy for greater supplier 
diversity for women enterprises. 

Meeting sought to increase advocacy for wider market linkages with public and private sector, and development 
agencies supply chains for women-owned enterprises. 

Absa Kenya has set aside a Sh10 billion fund to advance credit to women entrepreneurs for the next five years to 
reduce the inequality women-owned businesses face in accessing finance. 

Kenya Private Sector Alliance (Kepsa) recently organized a virtual meeting dubbed #SupplierDiversitySummit to 
accelerate advocacy for greater supplier diversity for women enterprises. 

The meeting also sought to increase advocacy for wider market linkages with public and private sector, and 
development agencies supply chains for women-owned enterprises. 

Gender Secretary Faith Kasiva who represented the Cabinet Secretary Prof Margret Kobia, noted that the summit 
fits within the government’s goal in promoting the socio-economic wellbeing of women in line with Vision 2030, 
which stipulates that gender is among the six sectors that will drive the social-economic growth of the country. 

Supplier diversity 
She added that the objective of the supplier diversity and the actions thereof, should determine the benefits of 
inclusive sourcing chains including economic recovery and survival strategy now and beyond the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

Ms Kasiva observed that the focus of the summit was timely given the adverse effects of Covid-19 on small and 
medium enterprises. 
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“As documented, a pandemic such as the Covi-19, deepens existing economic inequalities, seriously affects 
engagements in economic activities especially in the informal sector which is dominated by women. The Micro 
Small and Medium Enterprise Sector has experienced challenges including; falling demands for goods and 
services, supply chain disruptions, the tightening of credit conditions among others,” she said. 

Accessing finance 
Director, Business Banking, Absa Kenya Elizabeth Wasuna, said they had set aside a Sh10 billion fund to advance 
credit to women entrepreneurs for the next five years to reduce the inequality women-owned businesses face in 
accessing finance. 

Ms Wasuna noted that the bank would give women unsecured business loans of up to Sh6 million, LPO financing 
of up to Sh12 million, unsecured invoice discounting of up to Sh50 million and unsecured bid bonds of up to Sh10 
million. 

National Gender and Equality Commission (NGEC) chairperson Dr Joyce Mutinda challenged the government, 
human rights bodies, the private sector and the media to recognize supplier diversity and establish a reward 
system for organizations that achieve gender equality and equity in their supply processes. 

Cushion women 
Other entities have also embarked on supporting women enterprises following the negative impacts of the 
pandemic. WomenWork in partnership with MasterCard Foundation last month launched a program to offer 
emergency loans and business expertise to women in business. 

The loans are aimed to cushion women against Covid-19 effects on their businesses. The initiative is part of the 
MasterCard Foundation Covid-19 recovery and resilience program in partnership with Grassroots Business Fund 
and 4G Capital. It will also include digital business training of women entrepreneurs. 

Under the program, Kenya will receive Sh1.5 billion to facilitate business continuity for enterprises with less than 
10 employees and a turn-over below Sh500,000. 

Affordable credit 
Apart from the private entities, the government has also rolled out programs to lift women entrepreneurs in the 
country. 

In the Budget Statement presented to the nation by National Treasury Cabinet Secretary Ukur Yatani in June, the 
CS set aside Sh3 billion for the Credit Guarantee Scheme, which will allow for provision of affordable credit to 
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). 

“To support the recovery and growth of MSMEs through various interventions including operationalisation of the 
credit guarantee scheme and further expand opportunities for them, the government will gazette and enforce 
the list of items to promote the ‘Buy Kenya, Build Kenya’,” said Yatani. 
https://nation.africa/kenya/gender/entities-up-support-for-female-entrepreneurs-amid-covid-19-2723672  
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WomenWork has launched a partnership with the Mastercard Foundation to offer emergency loans 
and business expertise to women entrepreneurs. 

The organisation said the loan facility is aimed at providing a soft landing against Covid-19, which has 
disproportionately affected women-owned businesses. 

The programme will also include digital business training and from a community of other women 
entrepreneurs. 

It is part of the Mastercard Foundation Covid-19 Recovery and Resilience Programme including three 
other organisations, with technical support from the Grassroots Business Fund and 4G Capital. 

A commitment of Sh1.5 billion for Kenya from Mastercard will be channelled through four lead partner 
organisations in a series of interventions that will facilitate business continuity for enterprises with less 
than 10 employees and a turnover below Sh500,000. 

“The Rebuild Programme...provides us the opportunity to offer the much-needed support to our 
community of women entrepreneurs who are facing significant challenges arising from the effects of 
Covid-19," said WomenWork Network co-founder Asha Mweru 

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/business/article/2001384824/women-to-get-loans-at-zero-interest 
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5. British Chamber of Commerce, August 2020

The British Chamber of Commerce Kenya (BCCK) yesterday released its inaugural Integrity Index which is part of 
its Business Integrity Initiative (BII) pilot programme. 

It features a selection of companies based in Kenya, that have a track record in working with integrity with 
organizations in Kenya and British Chamber of Commerce Kenya (BCCK) members. 

All the companies in the Index have rules-based policies in place, which cover integrity which cover a range of 
ethical issues including bribery, embezzlement, corruption and money-laundering. 4G Capital, a financial services 
and business tools provider to micro enterprises, has extended these policies beyond just its staff and the Kenyan 
legislation. 

“We have comprehensive policies which cover our staff, our clients, our investors and our shareholders in all 
jurisdictions and include extra-territorial legislation in the US and UK,” said Chief Risk Officer 4G Capital Steve 
Clarke. 

The majority of companies in the Index also maintain a risk register "Business unit heads are responsible for 
assessing their operations for risks and scoring them to identify their likelihood of occurring," the index noted. 
KEPSA lists fraud, bribery and tax evasion as the most likely integrity risks for its member 
The 28 companies listed in the Index either participated in the BII pilot programme or completed the nomination 
and self-assessment process. 

They are drawn from across 10 different sectors and vary in size from three to 3,000 employees. Companies were 
assessed on their regulatory compliance, track record of working with international buyers and their documented 
policies and procedures. 
"As Kenya and the world continue to grapple with Coronavirus, we feel it is important to recognise companies 
that are committed to doing the right thing," said Farida Abbas, CEO, BCCK. 

She also noted that  there are many thousands more companies operating with integrity in Kenya and hopes they 
will welcome a positive integrity campaign and practical examples of the measures being implemented by their 
peers. 

For UK companies entering Kenya, conducting due diligence on potential partners is cited as one of the toughest 
nuts to crack and  the BII provides a range of tools to support this process. 
The report highlights the importance of companies applying risk assessment and due diligence processes on 
customers, suppliers and partners. 

“We recognize efforts that these companies are making to run ethical and trusted businesses and hope that this 
Index will provide long term benefits to all the featured companies.” said Farida Abbas, CEO, BCCK. 
https://www.the-star.co.ke/business/kenya/2020-07-07-british-chamber-of-commerce-kenya-releases-
integrity-index-of-kenyan-companies/ 
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6. Gender Finance Gap, September 2020

Women-owned SMEs are disproportionally impacted by the repercussions of the COVID-19 health 
crisis. The resulting economic downturn threatens to widen the gender gap in access to finance. 
Technology has become a key pillar in bridging this gap with banks and FinTech companies successfully 
leveraging technology to deliver both financial and non-financial services to women.        

As part of a webinar series on COVID-19 mitigation efforts, the SME Finance Forum hosted a virtual 
roundtable with Ayodele Olojede (Access Bank), Wayne Hennessy-Barrett (4G Capital), and Selin Oz 
(Garanti BBVA Bank) to address the impacts of COVID-19 on services and women entrepreneurs, and 
the role of technology to help them overcome the challenges of the pandemic.    

Access bank’s value proposition to women – access to affordable finance, access to capacity building, 
and access to market – is supported by technology which acts as an anchor to run these programs and 
provides a holistic approach to create impact for women-owned businesses. With the advent of the 
pandemic, Access Bank completely embraced technology in all their offerings for women 
entrepreneurs. Initially, Access Bank worked with customers to provide loan restructuring and price 
concessions, and over time they experienced an uptake in digital solutions like mobile and online 
applications as well as their USSD platform. Also, the launch of their W branded debit card helped 
branches attract more female customers interested in the ease of transactions that debit cards offer.   

Access Bank’s offerings comprise cash flow loans, flexible collaterals, discounted interest rates, and 
non-financial services such as workshops, digital marketing training, access to markets, and networking 
opportunities. These programs are aimed at creating a seamless transition to online transactions and 
business operations for women entrepreneurs. Additionally, their Womenpreneur Pitch-a-thon 
program provides women a platform to improve financial literacy and acquire critical business 
management skills. Their success is measured across multiple forums with 81,000 sign-on to their 
mobile application during COVID-19, 6000 participants to their virtual workshops across 32 countries 
and 4 continents, and over 39,000 women currently banking through the USSD platform in one month. 

Similarly, for 13+ years, Garanti BBVA Bank in Turkey has run its women entrepreneurship program to 
extend support and bring opportunities to women through differentiated services across finance, 
education, encouragement, and access to markets, targeting every level of the entrepreneurial life 
cycle. In response to the pandemic, the bank provided full financial support to its customers and as nine 
million active customers access their digital channels, the bank promotes the use of these channels by 
increasing cash withdrawal limitations, extending maturity dates, and enabling pension payroll 
transfers.   

Garanti BBVA Bank has also invested heavily in the provision of non-financial services. Their Turkey 
Women Entrepreneurs Award is a competition that has received over 38,000 applications since its 
inception and seeks to create a community for women entrepreneurs. 
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 Over the years, surveyed participants have shown a 67% increase in self-empowerment, 67% positive 
impact on self-promotion, and 86% were influenced by other women entrepreneurs. They’ve partnered 
with Bosphorus University to train women entrepreneurs to grow and sustain their businesses, and to 
create an ecosystem for knowledge, experience sharing, and networking.  Additionally, to facilitate 
connecting women entrepreneurs with each other and to buyers in Turkey, as well as to show women 
entrepreneurs how they can adapt to e-commerce platforms and learn about imports and export 
regulations, Garanti BBVA Bank has pursued various collaborations with the Turkish Women 
Entrepreneurs Association and the Ministry of Trade, as well as with e-commerce platforms like Amazon 
and eBay.    
Garanti BBVA Bank total credit disbursement to women entrepreneurs till today is 1,1 billion USD.  

4G Capital places the unbanked and underbanked front and center of their business, of which 82% are 
women, 77% of which operate in rural areas, and 40% are under the age of 35. Providing enterprise 
training and small capital loans for the informal sector that is typically financially excluded, 4G Capital 
backs what has traditionally been considered a high-risk sector for unsecured lending. These businesses 
might have a low relative income, but they can run very profitable enterprises with high margins if given 
the right resources. Through 4G Capital’s business training, these businesses are increasing sustainable 
revenue and improving financial literacy. According to their partner Technoserve, the combination of 
working capital credit and training increases year-on-year revenue by 82% for their clients.    

In response to COVID-19, 4G Capital maintained client services and lending across 82 branches in Kenya, 
supported by their fintech platform and call center, and reduced their prices by 10% and waived all late 
payment fees for all clients  in recognition of the strain imposed by the pandemic, and introduced health 
care insurance with partners Turaco. They helped establish a coalition of tech enterprises, “Safe Hands 
Kenya” to provide access to sanitizers and handwashing facilities for communities in need. Most 
recently, they have begun delivering off-balance-sheet COVID-19 relief grants and loans, funded by the 
Mastercard Foundation to help rebuild the MSME economy in Kenya.    

Technology is helping us create a new and better world for professional women and women 
entrepreneurs, but there is so much more that needs to be discovered. A capable in-house tech team 
can enable banks and financing partners to adapt swiftly to the changing needs of their customers. 
Additionally, collaborations can bridge the gap in funds to finance under-represented enterprises. Open 
communication channels can also enable customers to reach banks easily, making the digital 
transformation seamless and comfortable.   

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/post/technology-to-bridge-the-gender-finance-gap 
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7. DFC Guarantee, September 2020

WASHINGTON – The U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) Board of Directors has 
approved investments this quarter totaling more than $2.5 billion across nine projects that will advance 
development in Africa, Latin America, and emerging markets across the globe. An additional 30 
investments totaling more than $1 billion were approved by the agency since its last quarterly Board 
meeting in June, bringing total investments approved over the quarter to more than $3.6 billion. 

“The investments approved today mark the culmination of an exceptionally impactful quarter,” said 
DFC Chief Executive Officer Adam Boehler. “DFC’s work over the past three months will unlock billions 
of dollars in some of the world’s most impoverished countries. These projects will help stabilize 
communities across the world and prepare them to thrive in the years ahead. I am extremely proud of 
the DFC team and grateful to our agency’s many partners for their continued leadership in the face of 
the pandemic.” 

Today’s Board meeting included the approval of two transactions totaling $1.7 billion that will help 
transform Mozambique, one of the poorest countries in the world. Several investments will also 
channel desperately needed capital into the hands of small business owners and other underserved 
borrowers in the wake of COVID-19, including in several markets across the Western Hemisphere that 
have been severely impacted by the pandemic. 

The past quarter saw DFC continue to bring its investment tools to tackle complex development 
challenges, including through the first transactions structured by DFC’s Mission Transaction Unit—
composed of staff from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)’s former 
Development Credit Authority—which will bring needed capital to fragile states in Africa’s Sahel region. 
Other investments approved advance DFC’s foreign policy mandate, from strengthening energy 
security in Ukraine by facilitating increased energy imports from the United States to supporting 
investments in critical minerals. 

Many of the approved investments advance DFC’s 2X Women’s Initiative and the Administration's 
broader Women's Global Development and Prosperity Initiative (W-GDP). The investments also support 
the agency’s Portfolio for Impact and Innovation (PI2), Health and Prosperity Initiative, and Connect 
Africa initiative as well as the Administration’s Prosper Africa and América Crece initiatives. More than 
60 percent of investments approved by DFC this quarter are in low- and lower middle-income 
countries.. 

Investments approved by the Board include: 
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Catalyzing development through energy production in Mozambique: Up to $1.5 billion in political risk 
insurance will support the commercialization of natural gas reserves in Mozambique’s Rovuma Basin—
a project with the potential to transform the country into a major energy exporter. When complete, 
the project is expected to increase Mozambique’s GDP by an average of $15 billion per year, positioning 
one of the world’s poorest countries to achieve lasting, long-term economic growth. The project will 
advance development across Mozambique, with significant associated GDP benefits expected to accrue 
to sectors beyond oil and gas. DFC’s political risk insurance will support the development, construction, 
and operation of an onshore liquefaction plant, along with supporting facilities. 

Building power infrastructure in Mozambique: An up to $200 million loan to Central Térmica de Temane 
will finance the development, construction, and operation of a 420-megawatt power plant and 25-
kilometer interconnection line in Mozambique. Power will leave the plant through a 560-kilometer 
transmission line that was supported with technical assistance from the U.S. Government-led Power 
Africa initiative. The plant will diversify the country’s energy mix, reduce the cost of electricity, and 
utilize the domestic gas supply to increase power generation in a country that faces one of the lowest 
electrification rates globally. It will also advance the Government of Mozambique’s plans for 
development of the national electricity system. 

Leveraging mobile technology to deliver essential goods in Kenya: $5 million in equity will help Copia 
Global grow its mobile commerce platform and logistics network, which delivers essential goods like 
food, personal care products, and school supplies to low- and middle-income consumers in rural and 
peri-urban areas of Kenya. Copia’s business model is designed to reach underserved communities 
including women and individuals earning less than $10 per day, with approximately 70 percent of 
customers employed by small businesses or farms. 

Advancing energy independence in Ukraine: $62 million in additional political risk insurance will support 
the expansion of Energy Resources of Ukraine (ERU) Trading, which currently imports, stores, and sells 
approximately 10 percent of Ukraine’s total annual gas needs. The project will advance energy 
independence in Ukraine by diversifying gas imports and reducing reliance on Russia. 

Promoting financial market stability across Africa: An up to $250 million tier-2 capital loan will further 
strengthen Africa Finance Corporation (AFC), enabling it to continue serving new and existing 
borrowers across the continent as a low-cost source of financing in the wake of COVID-19. With DFC’s 
support, the majority private sector-owned, African-led development finance institution will continue 
to prioritize debt and equity investments in critical infrastructure projects, including energy, 
telecommunications, and transportation. 

Boosting small businesses in Mexico: An up to $100 million loan to Crédito Real will support loans to 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Mexico, with a focus on reaching businesses owned or led by 
women. The project will address a significant credit gap faced by small businesses in Mexico, where, 
even before the severe economic contraction from COVID-19, only an estimated 15 percent of SMEs’ 
financing needs were met. 

Empowering women in Rwanda and Kenya through digital access to health products: $1 million in 
equity will help Kasha expand its e-commerce platform, delivering critical health and personal care 
products—including personal protective equipment—to women and girls across Rwanda and Kenya. 
Enabling greater access to personal care products will also reduce school absences for girls, enabling 
them to improve their education. Kasha’s mobile platform is accessible with or without internet or a 
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smartphone, selling products directly to low- and middle-income women in both rural and urban 
locations. The project, which marks the first DFC investment to meet all of the 2X Criteria, is also 
expected to create over 350 formal jobs, of which 90 percent are expected to be filled by women. 

Advancing financial inclusion in Colombia: An up to $250 million tier-2 capital loan to Banco Davivienda 
will improve the availability of small business and low-income housing loans in Colombia, where limited 
access to finance remains a major obstacle to economic growth and has only been exacerbated by 
COVID-19. The bank will prioritize loans to women and women-owned SMEs. 

Supporting economic recovery in Costa Rica: An up to $150 million loan will enable BAC San José to 
expand lending to underserved borrowers in Costa Rica, dedicating at least half of loan proceeds to 
women and 30 percent to SMEs. DFC’s financing will inject desperately needed liquidity into Costa Rica 
following a severe outbreak of COVID-19 that has led to widespread and prolonged restrictions to 
economic activity. 
Additional projects approved by DFC since its last quarterly Board meeting include: 

Accelerating pandemic recovery in Brazil: A $400 million loan to Banco Itaú will support lending to SMEs 
following a severe outbreak of COVID-19 in Brazil, with a focus on reaching women and the most 
underdeveloped states in the country. DFC’s financing was approved under its COVID-19 Rapid 
Response Liquidity Facility. 

Uplifting refugee communities around the world: A $20 million loan will help the Kiva Refugee 
Investment Fund provide microloans to refugees across the globe, addressing a major barrier for 
individuals whose perceived risk often prevents them from accessing finance. 

Fostering stability through credit access in fragile states in West Africa: A $14.75 million loan portfolio 
guaranty to Stitching Cordaid will support financing for SMEs and microfinance institutions that are 
creating economic opportunity and building more prosperous communities in Burkina Faso, Sierra 
Leone, Guinea, and Mali. The transaction uses a blended finance model, including first-loss capital to 
be provided by USAID’s West Africa Trade and Investment Hub. 

Preparing smallholder farmers for severe weather globally: A $37.5 million loan will help the 
InsuResilience Investment Fund expand further access around the world to insurance against extreme 
weather and other natural disasters that impact crop yields, most notably for smallholder farmers. 

Incentivizing loans to women in Costa Rica: A $15 million loan to Banco Improsa will enable loans to 
SMEs in Costa Rica, with an interest rate structure that incentivizes the bank to lend to businesses 
owned or led by women. 

Delivering critical services to underserved communities across the world: A $15 million loan to Global 
Partnerships will deliver life-changing products and services such as microfinance, healthcare, and 
technology in mostly low-income and lower middle-income countries in Africa, Latin America, and the 
Caribbean, with a focus on reaching women. 

Strengthening the agricultural value chain in India: A $20 million loan will help Samunnati expand 
financing and technical assistance to low-income farmers and enterprises throughout the agricultural 
value chain in India so that they can increase productivity, enhance their earnings, and reach new 
markets. 
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Helping the world’s small businesses rebound from COVID-19: A $45 million loan will support a debt 
fund focused on helping MSMEs in mostly low- and lower middle-income countries weather the 
challenges of COVID-19. 

Supporting microenterprises with mobile money in Kenya: A $2.9 million loan guaranty will help 4G 
Capital provide affordable microloans that are disbursed to and repaid by entrepreneurs and small 
businesses in Kenya through a mobile banking platform. 

Bolstering economic growth in an underdeveloped region of Brazil through investment in critical 
minerals: A $25 million investment will enable TechMet Limited to boost the production capacity of a 
cobalt and nickel mine in Piauí, Brazil, creating jobs in one of the most underdeveloped states in the 
country while advancing high U.S. standards. 
Developing Vietnam’s aquaculture industry: An $11 million loan will enable Australis Aquaculture to 
expand an open-water fish farm in Vietnam—introducing new technologies, helping the country 
diversify its economy, and creating an expected 400 local jobs. 

Investing in the world’s women through the pandemic: A $20 million loan will help SEAF COVID-19 
Global Gender Lens Emergency Loan Finance LLC deliver critical financing to SMEs around the world 
that are owned or led by women, who often bear the disproportionate impacts of crises like COVID-19. 
The majority of funds are expected to support borrowers in low- and lower middle-income countries 
around the world. 

Increasing power generation capacity in India: A $53.5 million loan to ReNew Power will support the 
development, construction, and operation of a 105-megawatt solar power plant in Gujarat, India. 

Providing affordable homes in El Salvador: A $10 million loan will help La Hipotecaria provide affordable 
mortgages in El Salvador following the outbreak of COVID-19, which has only exacerbated the housing 
gap faced by low-income communities around the world. 
Supplying critical agricultural inputs in Zambia: $32 million in political risk insurance will support the 
expansion of Zambia Seed Company, which produces seeds that it distributes to smallholder farmers in 
Zambia and across Sub-Saharan Africa 
. 
Addressing a finance gap across Latin America: A $20 million loan to Locfund Next will extend scarce 
local currency financing, combined with technical assistance, to microfinance institutions that serve 
underbanked communities across Latin America. 

Empowering the diaspora community in Bosnia and Herzegovina: A $5.18 million loan portfolio 
guaranty will support lending from ProCredit Bank to MSMEs owned by family of the Bosnian diaspora 
or members of the Bosnian diaspora who have recently returned to the country. These groups face 
major barriers in accessing finance due to limited collateral and documentation 
. 
Bridging the credit gap in Mexico: A $14 million loan guaranty will enable Banco Compartamos to 
expand microlending in Mexico, especially to women, who represent almost 90 percent of the bank’s 
current microfinance portfolio. 
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Financing rooftop solar for SMEs in India: With the support of USAID’s India Mission, a $12.5 million 
loan portfolio guaranty will help finance investments by Indian SMEs in renewable energy solutions, 
including rooftop solar installations, enabling businesses to access reliable power and cut costs. 

Advancing fintech solutions in rural Colombia: A $9.75 million loan guaranty will enable Finsocial to 
expand its digital lending platform, which serves teachers and pensioners with otherwise limited access 
to finance in rural and low-income areas of Colombia. 

Bolstering farming output in Namibia: $36 million in political risk insurance will help Achill Island 
Investments grow its table grape farm in Namibia, creating jobs and stimulating the local economy. 

Injecting critical liquidity into India’s energy sector: A $75 million loan to ReNew Power will address 
liquidity needs resulting from COVID-19, enabling shovel-ready energy projects to move forward across 
India. 

Meeting the financing needs of rural populations in Ecuador: A $9.75 million loan guaranty will enable 
Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crédito Jardín Azuayo to expand financing in rural areas of southern Ecuador, 
with a focus on reaching those owned or led by women. 
Promoting financial inclusion in Cambodia: A $50 million loan to Hattha Kaksekar Limited (HKL) will 
expand microlending to women and MSMEs in Cambodia, especially in rural areas of the country. 

Boosting growing businesses in Mexico: A $45 million loan will help Mexarrend extend lease financing 
to SMEs in Mexico, enabling businesses in the healthcare, consumer, and manufacturing sectors to 
acquire assets that accelerate growth and productivity. 

Spurring economic activity in Ukraine: A $27 million loan will support the construction and operation 
of a Sheraton hotel in Kyiv, Ukraine that will create jobs, build local supply chains, and encourage trade, 
investment, and economic growth. 

Serving the underbanked in El Salvador: A $9.75 million loan guaranty will help Sociedad de Ahorro y 
Crédito Apoyo Integral expand mortgage loans and other credit solutions to low-income individuals in 
El Salvador, mostly in rural areas of the country. 

Channeling capital to highly impactful ventures in India: A $15 million loan to Sabre Partners Fund and 
$10 million co-investment arrangement will finance investments in SMEs that are introducing 
innovative solutions in highly impactful sectors such as healthcare, financial services, and technology 
across India.Generating solar power in Costa Rica: A $15 million loan will help GoSolar develop, install, 
and finance rooftop solar systems that will deliver affordable power to homeowners and businesses in 
Costa Rica. 
Expanding women’s access to microfinance in India: A $14.625 million loan guaranty will enable Asirvad 
to expand its microfinance portfolio to rural, low-income women across India. 

https://www.dfc.gov/media/press-releases/dfc-approves-36-billion-new-investments-global-
development-largest-quarter 
and 
https://afrikanheroes.com/2020/09/18/us-development-finance-corporation-dfc-approves-3-6-
billion-for-global-operations/ 
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TAGE KENE-OKAFOR1 MONTH AGO 

On January 2, 2020, the Trump administration launched a new agency: the U.S. International 
Development Finance Corporation (DFC). 

Acting as the US’ development bank, the agency was set to deepen the US’ foreign policy and national 
security interests in emerging markets. And also help businesses expand and foster growth in these 
markets. 

Similarly, the DFC which is a merger of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) — US’ 
former development finance institution — and the Development Credit Authority (DCA), is said to 
bolster the US support for private-sector projects in low and lower-to-middle income countries. 

“DFC has three objectives. First, to invest in highly impactful projects in developing countries. Second, 
to advance U.S. foreign policy. And third, to continue our consistent track record of generating returns 
for the American taxpayer,” Adam Boehler, DFC CEO, said at the time of launch. 

Backed with a $60 billion investment cap, twice as much as OPIC’s budget, the agency’s aim is to 
advance a private sector-led model providing financing, insurance, or other financial tools where the 
ones from commercial sources are unavailable or insufficient. 

Injecting capital into investment firms 
Six months after its launch, DFC made a 
series of investments into projects of 
established investment funds and 
organisations across Africa, Latin America, 
the Indo-Pacific, and other emerging 
markets.The size of this investment, 
which is one of the agency’s largest tranches disbursed at once, was $1 billion. 

According to the DFC, the projects centred on strengthening health systems, bolstering food security, 
as well as expanding access to financial services for women, small businesses, and other underserved 
groups. 

SPE Capital, a Mauritian-based private equity fund, received $25 million to invest in businesses across 
North and sub-Saharan Africa. These businesses will be in industries such as healthcare, education, and 
logistics. 

Also, AfricInvest Fund, an investment fund targeted at sub-Saharan and North African markets received 
a $30m investment. Businesses offering healthcare and financial services are the firm’s focus. For a 
smaller pie of Africa, US-based WorldBusiness Capital got a $14.6 million loan guaranty to expand its 
lending to SMEs in Nigeria through Sterling Bank, a commercial bank in the country. 
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Similarly, DFC also gave One Acre Fund a $7 million guaranty to help smallholder farmers, most of which 
are women, access credit in Kenya. 
And within East Africa, iungo capital, an impact investment firm, received a $4 million loan to give SMEs 
access to equity and debt financing. 
Startups are getting a piece too 

In July, the agency launched its Africa Investment Advisor Program, thereby establishing a regional team 
in the continent. According to the DFC, the team will help advance investments and expand the 
agency’s portfolio in the region. 

And in September, the DFC invested in three 
separate African-focused organisations from its $3.6 
billion quarterly approved financing.To provide 
financing for SMEs and microfinance institutions in 
Burkina Faso, Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Mali, 
Stitching Cordaid received a $14.75 million loan 
portfolio guaranty from the agency. 

The agency also took interest in Achill Island Investments, a table grape farm in Namibia, by providing 
$36 million in political risk insurance for the company’s growth.Similarly, Zambia Seed Company, a seed 
company in East Africa, got $32 million in political risk insurance for expansion. 

Before announcing its $1 billion tranche investment in June, the DFC had already given a $5 million loan 
to Kenyan startup, Twiga Foods in March. Founded in 2014 by Peter Njonjo and Grant Brooke, the 
agritech startup has helped streamline the fragmented food distribution network in Kenya. 

By packaging, storing, and distributing fresh produce it purchases from remote farms, Twiga Foods has 
been able to connect over 17,000 farmers with more than 8,000 produce vendors. Before receiving the 
loan from the DFC, Twiga Foods had raised over $60 million. This includes its $30 million Series B raise 
last year led by Goldman Sachs. 

The agency says its investment in the company will “empower smallholder farmers and urban produce 
vendors—the majority of whom are women.”As part of its $3.6 billion quarterly announced financing 
this September, other startups to have received some type of investment from the DFC include 4G 
Capital, Copia Global, and Kasha. 

For 4G Capital, the neobank headquartered in Mauritius, it received a $2.9 million loan guaranty to 
provide microloans to SMEs in Kenya. Before this, the seven-year-old company had raised $4 million in 
total including its $2 million debt facility from Ceniarth LLC in January. Copia Global, on the other hand, 
received a $5 million equity investment. 

The eCommerce platform founded by Jonathan Lewis and Tracey Turner helps deliver essential goods 
like food and personal care products to low and middle-income consumers in rural Kenya. Prior to 
raising this money from the DFC, the company had raised $46 million since launching in 2012.  

Similar to Copia Global, Kasha is an eCommerce platform founded by Amanda Arch and Joanna Bichsel 
in 2016. But it’s targeted at women in urban and rural areas across Kenya and Rwanda as Kasha delivers 
critical health and personal care products that prove vital to their wellbeing. 
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It received a $1 million equity investment from DFC in addition to the same amount it got from Finnish 
Fund for Industrial Cooperation (Finnfund) in April. While these investments from the DFC seem like 
goodwill from the US to the continent, a lot of experts see them as the country’s attempt to thwart 
China’s influence in Africa. If that’s the case, Africa’s private investment firms, organisations, and 
startups stand to gain a lot as the US and China seek to outperform each other. 

https://techpoint.africa/2020/09/15/trump-dfc-investment-play-africa/ 
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8. Citi & 4G Capital Partnership, October 2020

Micro-enterprises need working capital to maintain 
inventory levels and grow, but it can be difficult or 
expensive to access financing in local currency.  

4G Capital is using a $2.9 million loan guarantee from the U.S. International Development Finance 
Corporation (DFC) to provide affordable microloans to entrepreneurs and small businesses in Kenya 
through a mobile banking platform. By providing working capital, 4G will help micro-enterprises grow 
and increase financial inclusion. The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a 
partnership between the DFC, Citi, and the Ford Foundation focused on helping businesses in 
emerging markets access local-currency commercial bank financing. 

https://prosperafrica.dfc.gov/news/impact-story/with-u-s-support-4g-capital-provides-affordable-
microloans-to-kenyan-small-businesses/  
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We're proud to share that our members 4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited (“4G CAPITAL”) and Citi with the 
U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) and the Ford Foundation have 
collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working capital to support the 
growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285M term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs).  The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage,  innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers.  4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery.  This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners.  Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services.  The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100.  81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs.  

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/post/4g-capital-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-
in-kenya 
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15th  October 2020, Nairobi:  4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited (“4G CAPITAL”), a market leader in 
technology-driven financial inclusion, Citi, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) 
and the Ford Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of 
working capital to support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285M term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs).  The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage,  innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers.  4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery.  This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners.  Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services.  The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100.  81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector.  2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience.  Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.” 

Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 
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Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million.  The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://investafrica.com/ia-insights/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-
in-kenya/ 

4G Capital has received a KES 285M term loan from Citi to reach more than 25,000 micro-enterprises 
in a move expected to address the inventory finance needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCGs).  

The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford 
Foundation that enables earlier stage,  innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to 
access local currency commercial bank financing. 

According to Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital: “We are delighted to be working 
with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector.  2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience.  Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.”  

4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the company’s 
proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on credit, rather 
than paying cash on delivery.  This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock levels for 
continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on average, 
according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners.  

Distributors and vendors report increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services.  The key 
to 4G Capital’s success is a combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house 
machine learning algorithm that optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and 
high tech business model. In addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial 
literacy and deliver a net promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100.  81% 
of 4G Capital’s clients are women entrepreneurs. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers.  
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Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown 
exponentially, lending over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 
lockdown measures have been challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services 
without interruption, providing continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small 
businesses, while also reducing prices and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://techmoran.com/2020/10/15/4g-capital-receives-2-6m-from-citi-to-reach-more-than-25000-
micro-enterprises/ 

Fintech credit provider 4G Capital Group, has collaborated with Citi, the Ford Foundation and the U.S. 
International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) to expand financial inclusion in Kenya through 
the provision of working capital to support the growth of micro-enterprises.   

4G Capital will receive a KES 285M ($2.6 million) term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 
micro-enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory 
finance needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs).  

The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford 
Foundation that enables earlier stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to 
access local currency commercial bank financing.   

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers.  

“We are delighted to be working with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and 
breadth of our services to Kenya’s MSME sector.  2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone 
of our community and economy, the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience,” 
said Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital. “This is just the start of an incredible 
journey together,” he added.    

4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the company’s 
proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on credit, rather 
than paying cash on delivery. This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock levels for 
continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on average, 
according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners.  
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Distributors and vendors report increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services.  The key 
to 4G Capital’s success is a combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house 
machine learning algorithm that optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and 
high tech business model. In addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial 
literacy and deliver a net promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100.  81% 
of 4G Capital’s clients are women entrepreneurs.    

Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer and CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.”   

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, has grown exponentially, lending over 950,000 loans valued at 
over $100million.  The company has maintained its vital services without interruption throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, providing continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small 
businesses, while also reducing prices and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://techmetroafrica.com/2020/10/15/fintech-4g-capital-citi-expand-financial-inclusion-in-kenya/ 

15th October 2020, Nairobi:  4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited (“4G CAPITAL”), a market leader in technology-
driven financial inclusion, Citi, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) and the 
Ford Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working 
capital to support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285million term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers. 4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery. This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services. The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
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combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100. 81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience.  Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.” 

 Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings.   

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/4g-capital-citi-collaborate-strengthen-financial-kenya-halliday/ 

4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited (“4G CAPITAL”) (http://www.4G-Capital.com), a market leader in 
technology-driven financial inclusion, Citi, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) 
and the Ford Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of 
working capital to support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285million term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
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customers. 4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery. This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services. The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100. 81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience. Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.” 

Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://www.africanews.com/2020/10/16/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-
inclusion-in-kenya/ 

4G Capital has secured a $2.6m term loan from Citi in order to better support the financial needs of 
25,000 small businesses specialising in fast-moving consumer goods. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, told TechMoran, that the company was 
looking forward to the collaboration aimed at extending its Kenyan services. 

“2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, the informal 
traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience,” he said. 
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“Together Citi, 4G Capital and our distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and 
strengthen financial inclusion, thus supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. This is just the start of an incredible journey together.”  

https://member.fintech.global/2020/10/16/fintech-4g-capital-has-picked-up-a-2-6m-investment-
from-citi/ 

Citi, a global bank, has provided KES 285m term loan to 4G Capital, a neobank for Africa, that will reach 
more than 25,000 micro-enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to 
address the inventory finance needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). 
The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford 
Foundation that enables earlier stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to 
access local currency commercial bank financing. 

Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa, said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities.” 

“This pioneering transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks 
sustainable solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and 
progress across the country.” 

4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the company’s 
proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on credit, rather 
than paying cash on delivery. 

This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock levels for continuous operation and increase 
order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on average, according to Technoserve, one of 
4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G 
Capital’s services. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience.” 

“Together Citi, 4G Capital and our distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and 
strengthen financial inclusion, thus supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. This is just the start of an incredible journey together.” 
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Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100m. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://www.africaglobalfunds.com/news/investors/citi-backs-4g-capital-with-kes-285m/ 

As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance needs of last-
mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs) 

4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited (“4G CAPITAL”) (4G-Capital.com), a market leader in technology-driven 
financial inclusion, Citi, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) and the Ford 
Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working capital to 
support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285million term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

We are delighted to be working with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and 
breadth of our services to Kenya’s MSME sector 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers. 4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery. This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services. The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
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promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100. 81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience. Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.” 

Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://foretvhub.com/business/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-in-
kenya/ 
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https://taalamu.com/citi-bank-and-4g-capital-ink-a-sh285m-deal-to-boost-msmes-working-capital/ 

4G Capital has received a KES 285M term loan from Citi to reach more than 25,000 micro-enterprises 
in a move expected to address the inventory finance needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership 
with DFC and the Ford Foundation that []The post 4G Capital receives $2.6M from Citi to reach over 
25,000 SMEs appeared first on TechMoran. 

https://www.latestnigeriannews.com/news/9034756/4g-capital-receives-26m-from-citi-to-reach-
over-25000-smes.html 
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Citigroup Targets ‘Last Mile’ Financing With Kenyan Micro-Lender 
2020-10-26 09:08:05.843 GMT 

By Bella Genga 
(Bloomberg) -- Citigroup Inc. partnered with a Kenyan firm 
to help extend credit to more than 25,000 micro-sized 
distributors of fast-moving consumer goods, as the coronavirus 
slows down other areas of its East African business. 
The New-York based bank is providing a 285 million-shilling 
($2.61 million) loan to 4G Capital Group Ltd., which can use 
each dollar at least 20 times over a year, Wayne Hennessy- 
Barrett, the founder and chief executive officer of the Nairobi- 
based micro-lender, said in an interview. 
The distributors will use the money to buy inventory, he 
said. The U.S. International Development Finance Corp. and Ford 
Foundation are guaranteeing the loan. 
“This element of last-mile financing and last-mile 
distribution is one that we’ve been trying to solve for a while 
through smart partnerships, which is one of the plans of our 
strategy going forward,” Martin Mugambi, Citigroup’s CEO for 
Kenya and East Africa, said. 
Citigroup, which has a presence in 11 African countries, is 
tapping new sources of income on the continent as the 
coronavirus pandemic knocks its multinational clients, which 
account for 65% of business, he said. While other lenders in 
East Africa’s biggest economy have seen a spike in provisions 
and frozen dividends to manage the fallout of Covid-19, 
Citigroup hasn’t yet needed to set aside more cash for potential 
defaults, he said. 
Citigroup Turns to Mediating Cheap Loans as African Deals 
Dry Up 
“Our portfolio has performed reasonably well,” Mugambi 
said. “But customer volumes have come off given the economic 
slowdown in the second-quarter primarily.” 

To contact the reporter on this story: 
Bella Genga in Nairobi at bgenga2@bloomberg.net 
To contact the editors responsible for this story: 
David Malingha at dmalingha@bloomberg.net 
Vernon Wessels, Helen Nyambura 

To view this story in Bloomberg click here: 
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/QI9KKMT0AFBC 
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Investment bank Citi has started building an Open Banking marketplace where third party fintechs can 
sign data access agreements to customer-approved accounts with eight startups and data 
aggregators. 

The first companies covered by the data-sharing agreement include BillGO, eMoney, Envestnet 
Yodlee, Expensify, Finicity, Intuit, MX, and Xero. 

The news comes after Citi granted 4G Capital a USD 2.6 million term loan in October 2020. According 
to Fintech Global, this move helps the fintech to better support the financial needs of 25,000 small 
businesses specialising in fast-moving consumer goods. 

In November 2020, FinTech Global reported that Citi, through its investment arm Citi Ventures, had 
invested in Mexican venture Arcus, which stylises itself as a Fintech-as-a-service platform, marking its 
first investment into the emerging FinTech ecosystem in the country. 

https://thepaypers.com/payments-general/investment-bank-citi-develops-open-banking-
marketplace-for-fintechs--1246435  
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4G Capital and Citi Collaborate to strengthen financial 
inclusion in Kenya 
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 05:22 

4G Capital Group Limited, Citi, the US International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) and the 
Ford Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working 
capital to support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya 

Africa small shop owners.  This allows small shop owners to 
maintain minimum stock levels for continuous operation and 
increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue.  

4G Capital will receive a US$2.62mn term loan from Citi that will 
reach more than 25,000 micro-enterprises. As part of the 
collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory 
finance needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer 

goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC 
and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging 
markets to access local currency commercial bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers. 4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery.  

This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock levels for continuous operation and increase 
order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on average, according to Technoserve, one of 
4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G 
Capital’s services. 

Martin Mugambi, Citi country officer and CEO, Citibank NA Kenya and East Africa, said, “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 

https://www.africanreview.com/finance/economy/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-
financial-inclusion-in-kenya  
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4G Capital and Citi 
Collaborate to Strengthen 
Financial Inclusion in 
Kenya 
By  Destin Africa 

October 19, 2020 

As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance needs of last-
mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs) 

4G CAPITAL GROUP Limited, a market leader in technology-driven financial inclusion, Citi, U.S. 
International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) and the Ford Foundation have collaborated to 
expand financial inclusion through the provision of working capital to support the growth of micro-
enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285million term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-
enterprises. As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance 
needs of last-mile distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). The loan is part of the Scaling 
Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation that enables earlier 
stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency commercial 
bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their 
businesses sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME 
customers. 4G Capital will support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the 
company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on 
credit, rather than paying cash on delivery. This allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock 
levels for continuous operation and increase order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on 
average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s partners. Distributors and vendors report 
increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services. The key to 4G Capital’s success is a 
combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house machine learning algorithm that 
optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech business model. In 
addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a net 
promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100. 81% of 4G Capital’s clients 
are women entrepreneurs. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “We are delighted to be working with 
Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of our services to Kenya’s 
MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and economy, 
the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience. Together Citi, 4G Capital and our 
distribution partners can bring much-needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus 
supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN Sustainable Development Goals. This is just the start 
of an incredible journey together.” 
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Martin Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa said: “By collaborating 
with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we will 
achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable 
solutions for last-mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across 
the country.” 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending 
over 950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been 
challenging; however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing 
continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices 
and increasing its range of offerings. 

https://www.destinafrica.co.ke/2020/10/19/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-
inclusion-in-kenya/  
and  
https://communicationsafrica.com/commerce/strengthening-financial-inclusion-in-kenya 

Citi Bank and 4G Capital Group have partnered to tackle financial exclusion in Kenya. Citi will provide a 
KSh 285 million term loan that will reach over 25,000 small businesses. The loan is part of a $2.5 billion 
guarantee facility from the U.S International Development Finance Corporation and the Ford 
Foundation. The program seeks to provide early-stage financing in local currency for companies to 
boost access to product and services in emerging markets. 

In the collaboration, Citi and 4G Capital will address inventory finance needs of last-mile distributors of 
fast-moving goods, allowing more goods and services to reach low-income communities. 

“We are delighted to be working with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and 
breadth of our services to Kenya’s MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone 
of our community and economy, the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience.” 

4G Capital Founder and CEO, Wayne Henessy-Barrett 
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In an exclusive interview with The Kenyan Wallstreet, it. was revealed that Citi will provide working 
capital to 4G Capital to help MSMEs expand their sustainability. 

In return, 4G Capital will offer Citi’s portfolio of FMCG clients through its financial product, Kuza, which 
allows businesses to access goods on credit rather than paying on delivery. The access to credit will 
allow small businesses owners to maintain minimum stock, and increase their order sizes. 

Martin Mugambi, Citi Bank Kenya CEO, says the partnership will achieve positive social impact and 
inclusion that benefits underserved communities. 

He further adds that Citi is looking at establishing further partnership with other industry players 
especially in the agri business sector to offer financing to offer financing to “last-mile” micro enterprises 
across the country. 

“So areas of expanding partnerships. I look at different verticals, today it is retail, tomorrow it’s you 
know agribusiness. It could also be in logistics; and its really about using technology to underpin this 
removal of friction in the customer journey. So I think our partnership has quite a bit of scope both 
geographically and in different industries.”  Martin Mugambi, CEO Citi Bank Kenya 

https://kenyanwallstreet.com/4g-capital-and-citi-bank-ink-a-ksh-285mn-deal/ 

Podcast Interview 

https://anchor.fm/kenyanwallstreet/episodes/Citi-Kenya-CEO-Martin-Mugambi-and-4G-Capital-CEO-
Wayne-Henessy-Discuss-a-3-Million-Loan-to-Boost-Working-Capital-for-Small-Businesses-in-Kenya-
el5e3d  
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Kenya: CitiBank approves new credit line to 4G Capital 

 Monday, 19 October 2020 19:29, Chamberline Moko 

The Kenyan subsidiary of U.S. bank CitiBank is mentioned in a loan deal of KSh285 million (about $2.6 million) 
with the African neobank 4G Capital. The fully digital financial institution, whose services are accessible via a 
mobile application, wants to reach approximately 25,000 small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

CitiBank will support the operating activity of these companies by strengthening their working capital needs. The 
line of credit will mainly target companies specializing in the distribution of consumer products. They will be 
eligible for the specific financial service set up by the neobank to enable them to maintain a large stock of 
consumer products and to increase their orders. The financing is part of a guarantee mechanism jointly set up 
with the U.S. government's Development Finance Corporation. 

“We are delighted to be working with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of 
our services to Kenya’s MSME sector. 2020 has been a challenging year, but the backbone of our community and 
economy, the informal traders, have shown an inspiring degree of resilience,” said Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO 
of 4G Capital. The company is present in Kenya and Uganda. 

https://www.ecofinagency.com/finance/1910-41952-kenya-citibank-approves-new-credit-line-to-4g-capital 

There were 28 Major Fintech 
Investment Rounds Finalized 
Last Week: Report 
October 20, 2020 @ 10:10 pm By Omar Faridi 

The Wealthtech and cryptocurrency-focused Fintech sectors recently attracted substantial investments through 
several investment rounds. 

During the past week, there were around 28 funding rounds in the Fintech space. Companies working in several 
key areas managed to secure funding including those focused on cryptocurrency, Wealthtech, payment, 
cybersecurity and Insurtech services. 
As noted by Fintech Global in a blog post published by Regtech Analyst, Robinhood had secured a massive $660m 
Series G round. Other Fintech firms such as WealthSimple have also acquired substantial investments which 
include securing $114m in new investment (last week). 

The Fintech Global team pointed out that the Wealthtech industry was off to a slow start this year due to the 
COVID-19 outbreak (around March 2020). Significant losses suffered by banking challengers like Monzo and 
Revolut have also discouraged investors from providing capital to fund new projects. There was only around 
$3.3bn that was invested in Fintech initiatives during H1 2020, which is about a 40% decline when compared to 
the funds secured during H2 2019, according to data and research performed by Fintech Global. 
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During Q3 2020, the Wealthtech sector attracted around $2.8bn in capital. While this amount is still a lot more 
than the $1.4bn and the $1.9bn in total wealth technology investments that were secured during Q1 and Q2 of 
this year (respectively), it’s still a lot less than the $3.4bn acquired by the Wealthtech sector during Q3 2019. 

As confirmed by Fintech Global, Razorpay secured the second-largest investment round last week. The India-
headquartered firm finalized a $100m Series D round. 

In 2015, the nation’s Fintech industry managed to raise around $2.14bn, according to research conducted by 
Fintech Global. This amount increased significantly to about $8.24bn in 2017. Although total Fintech investments 
in India fell to $1.79bn in 2018, they’ve managed to recover to see around $5.15bn being invested last year. 

As noted by Fintech Global, the following deals were finalized during the past week: 
• WealthSimple acquired $114m in capital via a new round
• Razorpay secured $100m through a Series D round
• deepwatch finalized a $53m Series B round
• Bitcoin focused firm NYDIG acquired $50m
• M1 Finance acquired $45m via Series C round
• Extend completed $40m in Series B round
• FOSSA secured £23.2m Series B round
• Finexio acquired $23m in new funding round
• Sonrai Security finalized $20m Series B
• Accurics secured $20m in Series A and seed round
• +Simple finalized €20m investment round
• Spendesk extended its Series B riund by $18m
• Cover Genius finalized £8.3m round
• Cyberpion closes $8.25m seed round
• Polygon.io netted $6m via Series A investment round led by e.ventures
• Frontegg acquired $5m via seed round
• Unocoin netted $5m via Series A round
• NeuraLegion raised $4.7m via new funding round
• 4G Capital secured $2.6m in new investment
• VIVA Finance acquired $2.3m via seed funding round
• Blockchain platform Boardroom netted $2.2m in funding
• Assetz Capital acquired £1.5m via crowdfunding round
• PAYMYNT Financial netted $1.1m via seed round
• Wirex secured £1m
• Upside Saving raised £325,431 via crowdfunding campaign
• Evolve Credit secured $25,000 in capital
• Secret Double Octopus finalized investment round
• Clearwater Analytics acquired funding

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2020/10/168144-there-were-28-major-fintech-investment-rounds-
finalized-last-week-report/  
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4G Capital and Citi collaborate to strengthen Financial 
Inclusion in Kenya 
By Editorial16/10/2020 

4G Capital Group Limited, Citi, U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (“DFC”) and the Ford 
Foundation have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working capital to support 
the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya. 

4G Capital will receive a KES 285million term loan from Citi that will reach more than 25,000 micro-enterprises. 
As part of the collaboration, 4G Capital and Citi will work to address the inventory finance needs of last-mile 
distributors of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs). 

“We are delighted to be working with Citi as our strategic finance partner as we expand the reach and breadth of 
our services to Kenya’s MSME sector. Together Citi, 4G Capital and our distribution partners can bring much-
needed growth capital and strengthen financial inclusion, thus supporting the Kenyan Government and our UN 
Sustainable Development Goals.” Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital 

The loan is part of the Scaling Enterprise guarantee facility, a Citi partnership with DFC and the Ford Foundation 
that enables earlier stage, innovative and inclusive businesses in emerging markets to access local currency 
commercial bank financing. 

Citi is a primary banker to FMCGs across Africa and seeks to assist its clients in expanding their businesses 
sustainably through the responsible provision of working capital credit to their MSME customers. 4G Capital will 
support Citi’s FMCG customers with its KUZA product that uses the company’s proprietary fintech to ‘plug and 
play’ with partner systems allowing businesses to buy on credit, rather than paying cash on delivery. 

“By collaborating with 4G Capital and DFC through a partnership to co-create and scale financial innovation, we 
will achieve positive social impact and inclusion that benefits underserved communities. This pioneering 
transaction represents many firsts for Citi in Kenya, but more importantly, it unlocks sustainable solutions for last-
mile financing and distribution that will enable economic growth and progress across the country.” Martin 
Mugambi, Citi Country Officer & CEO, Citibank NA Kenya & East Africa 

The move allows small shop owners to maintain minimum stock levels for continuous operation and increase 
order sizes, boosting their annual revenue by 82% on average, according to Technoserve, one of 4GCapital’s 
partners. Distributors and vendors report increased sales of 30% and higher using 4G Capital’s services. 

The key to 4G Capital’s success is a combination of client-centric product design supported by an in-house 
machine learning algorithm that optimises loan terms for the borrower—resulting in high touch and high tech 
business model. In addition to the revenue growth, clients report 96% increased financial literacy and deliver a 
net promoter score (which measures customer satisfaction) of 82 out of 100. 81% of 4G Capital’s clients are 
women entrepreneurs. 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has grown exponentially, lending over 
950,000 loans valued at over $100million. The impact of COVID-19 lockdown measures have been challenging; 
however, 4G Capital has maintained its vital services without interruption, providing continuous lending and 
support to uphold the survival of small businesses, while also reducing prices and increasing its range of offerings. 
https://www.afritechpost.com/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-in-kenya/ 
and  
https://digitaltimes-2020.medium.com/4g-capital-and-citi-collaborate-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-in-
kenya-a4ffe51f38ea  
https://reinvestmentnews.com/4g-capital-citi-partner-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-in-kenya/  
https://www.africaglobalvillage.com/4g-capital-citi-partner-to-strengthen-financial-inclusion-in-kenya/  
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9. The Africa Debate, November 2020

Fintechs vs banks: What’s the future? 
By Samantha Payne 
Monday, 26 October 2020 14:02 

What impact are fintech platforms having on traditional financial services in Africa? A panel of experts within the 
industry debates the challenges and opportunities for fintechs and banks alike 

Due to Covid-19, the extraordinary shift in customer behaviour from using traditional banks to digital financial 
services has been extraordinary, but only thanks to those African banks that have able to adapt quickly in these 
uncertain times, said Nvalaye Kourouma, group head, digital channels and innovation, Ecobank 

"Every bank understands that the traditional bricks-and-mortar model is not sustainable. That’s very clear and 
every bank that you see across the continent is trying to go through this digital transformation. But the speed of 
transformation was much slower than expected,” he told fellow panelists during a webinar entitled: ‘Leapfrogging 
solutions: the digitalistion of Africa’s financial services’, held by Invest Africa. 

“What Covid-19 created was the acceleration of digital transformation for those banks who have been able to 
respond quickly. The regulators started acting vigorously and created an environment to banks to lead in areas 
like the flexibility of payment. This started the right environment for banks to start innovating.” 

But he urged that banks need to do more to provide a better customer experience. 

“Cultural transformation needs to happen where we see ourselves much closer to the customer in providing them 
a better customer experience, using all the digital technologies that we have.” 

Demonstration effect 
Hence, the integral role fintechs can play to show banks how to improve their customer banking experience. 
Instead of disruption, Titi Odunfa Adeoye, founder and managing director of Sankore Investments, said fintechs 
have shown banks what can be done. 

“Five years ago, there was much talk around this aspect of disruption. Are these new fintechs going to put banks 
out of business? This hasn’t happened. The total fintech industry in Nigeria contributes less than 1% of the retail 
banks’ revenues,” she continued. “One would argue that this is a relatively small amount of impact. Why is that? 
The fact is that it’s been  driven by a global trend of interest in fintech by investors and increased allocation to 
venture capital.” 

However she questions whether the funding has gone towards what Africa really needs. 

“Payments and lending solutions are built in Nigeria. The more interesting and relevant subsectors of fintech have 
not been addressed yet, such as regtech, tools and data. SMEs have started to pick up but we haven’t got where 
to we really need.”   

According to Adeoye, half a billion dollars has flown into the fintech space over the last three years and the impact 
on the market has been significant in terms of capacity and use and reliability of the technology.  

“In markets like Nigeria, trust is a very big problem and so fintech has shown what is possible. Imagine if the 
incumbent banks were to partner and take on the capacity of the fintechs and apply it to the increased trust in 
these platforms – that would then take us to the future and shape the next five years.” 
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Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, co-founder and CEO of 4G Capital, which operates in 90 locations across Kenya and 
Uganda, agrees that the technology is allowing us to progress to heights not seen before, especially through the 
smart use of verified client data, providing responsible access to credit to people most in need.  

However he points out there is not enough investment in the fintech industry to take it to next level. 

“The financing gap in sub-Saharan Africa remains at US$331bn, according to the IFC. In Kenya, the financing gap 
is estimated to be US$19bn, the amount of micro-SME credit needed to move from an informal to formal 
existence. The impact is happening but it is not enough, and the size of the problem is getting bigger as population 
growth continues.”  

He continued, “There’s a growing sense of urgency to see fintechs and banks and other players within the 
ecosystem; payments, regtech, verified ownership and more confidence in value chains and distribution, coming 
together so that we can actually have an exponential accelerated effect to catch up with the problem – and  that’s 
where the opportunity lies. That’s why the entrepreneurs are very excited and optimistic to meet this problem 
and address it.”  

https://www.africanreview.com/finance/banking-a-finance/fintechs-vs-banks-what-s-the-future 
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Financial Times Special Report (online and physical paper)- Sponsor visibility: 
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10. 4G Capital Celebrates 1millionth loan, December 2020

4G Capital Group celebrated its one-millionth micro-enterprise loan since the inception of the 
company. News of the milestone comes two months after the company announced a Ksh 285 million 
Strategic partnership with Citi bank to expand access to finances for over 25,000 small businesses. 

The seven-year-old company that offers working capital credit, financial literacy, and training has 
provided over a million loans worth $117 million. 

READ: Citi Bank and 4G Capital Ink a Ksh 285Mn Deal to Boost MSMEs’ Working Capital 

4G celebrated the milestone by giving Elizabeth Njeri Karimi, the recipient, a new glass-fronted fridge 
worth $400 thank you gift. 

Speaking on the milestones, founder and CEO Wayne Hennessy-Barret said, 

“A personal ‘thank you’ to Elizabeth Njeri Karimu and all our wonderful clients from all the 4G Capital 
family – together we have reached a fantastic milestone on our journey to build a better economic 
future. We are dedicated to helping our clients grow their businesses with capital and knowledge and 
to play our part in Africa’s incredible growth story“. 

Before joining 4G Capital, Elizabeth had challenges maintaining minimum stock levels. Further, the lack 
of savings did not offer her the luxury of accessing credit from a traditional bank or other credit lines. 
4G Capital provided her with working capital and training to grow her business. So far, she has accessed 
eight small enterprise loans, which have enabled her to grow her revenues, set higher business targets, 
and surpass them. 

https://kenyanwallstreet.com/4g-capital-hits-1-millionth-loan-for-msmes/ 
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[Kenya] 4G Capital celebrates 1 millionth micro-enterprise loan 
21-12-2020 10:54:48 | by: Nixon Kanali | hits: 794 |

4G Capital today celebrated their 1 millionth micro-enterprise loan since the company’s inception in 2013. 

To celebrate this important milestone the technology-driven financial inclusion provider in Kenya and Uganda4G 
Capital wanted to thank the recipient, Elizabeth Njeri Karimi, a micro-entrepreneur in Kapsabet Town.  Ms Karimi 
was surprised by 4G Capital staff with a special ‘thank you’ gift,  a new glass-fronted fridge worth $400 to display 
the drinks that she sells. 

Before joining 4G Capital Ms Karimi found it challenging to maintain the minimum stock levels for her business to 
succeed.  Without savings, she could not borrow from a traditional bank or another credit provider.  4G Capital 
provided Elizabeth with the working capital and enterprise training to boost her business and meet local demand. 
Since becoming a 4G Capital client, Elizabeth has successfully borrowed and repaid eight small enterprise loans, 
and her business revenue has grown sustainably allowing her to set higher business targets and exceed them. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “A personal ‘thank you’ to Elizabeth Njeri Karimu 
and all our wonderful clients from all the 4G Capital family - together we have reached a fantastic milestone on 
our journey to build a better economic future.  We are dedicated to helping our clients grow their businesses with 
capital and knowledge and to play our part in Africa’s incredible growth story.”  

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has consistently shown strong growth, 
lending over 1 million loans valued at over $ 117M.   Although total loan volumes for 2020 were impacted by the 
economic contraction caused by coronavirus control measures, 4G Capital nonetheless maintained its vital 
services without interruption.  The company provided continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of 
small businesses while reducing prices and increasing its range of offerings.  In reaction to the impact of COVID-
19, the company restructured and streamlined, retaining a total of 389 staff members and 90 branches across 
Kenya and Uganda. 

Throughout 2020-, 4G Capital continued to strengthen and grow its strategic partnerships.  In July, the company 
launched a pilot micro-health-insurance product with Turaco and in August partnered with the Mastercard 
Foundation to deliver off-balance-sheet COVID-19 recovery and resilience loans and grants for Kenyan MSMEs. 
In October, 4G Capital and Citi launched a partnership to deepen working capital services for financial inclusion 
in Kenya, supported and underwritten by the U.S International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) and Ford 
Foundation.   

https://africabusinesscommunities.com/tech/tech-news/kenya-4g-capital-celebrates-1-millionth-micro-
enterprise-loan/  
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4G Capital Group Limited, a technology-driven financial inclusion in Kenya and Uganda, today celebrated their 1 
millionth micro-enterprise loan since the company’s inception in 2013. 

To celebrate this important milestone 4G Capital wanted to thank the recipient, Elizabeth Njeri Karimi, a micro-
entrepreneur in Kapsabet Town. Ms Karimi was surprised by 4G Capital staff with a special ‘thank you’ gift, a new 
glass-fronted fridge worth $400 to display the drinks that she sells (photographs attached). 

Before joining 4G Capital Ms Karimi found it challenging to maintain the minimum stock levels for her business to 
succeed. Without savings, she could not borrow from a traditional bank or another credit provider. 4G Capital 
provided Elizabeth with the working capital and enterprise training to boost her business and meet local demand. 

Since becoming a 4G Capital client, Elizabeth has successfully borrowed and repaid eight small enterprise loans, 
and her business revenue has grown sustainably allowing her to set higher business targets and exceed them. 

Wayne Hennessy-Barrett, CEO and Founder of 4G Capital, said: “A personal ‘thank you’ to Elizabeth Njeri Karimu 
and all our wonderful clients from all the 4G Capital family – together we have reached a fantastic milestone on 
our journey to build a better economic future. We are dedicated to helping our clients grow their businesses with 
capital and knowledge and to play our part in Africa’s incredible growth story.” 

Since its inception in 2013, 4G Capital, an accredited B-Corporation, has consistently shown strong growth, 
lending over 1 million loans valued at over $ 117M. Although total loan volumes for 2020 were impacted by the 
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economic contraction caused by coronavirus control measures, 4G Capital nonetheless maintained its vital 
services without interruption. 

The company provided continuous lending and support to uphold the survival of small businesses while reducing 
prices and increasing its range of offerings. In reaction to the impact of COVID-19, the company restructured and 
streamlined, retaining a total of 389 staff members and 90 branches across Kenya and Uganda. 

Throughout 2020-, 4G Capital continued to strengthen and grow its strategic partnerships. In July, the company 
launched a pilot micro-health-insurance product with Turaco and in August partnered with the Mastercard 
Foundation to deliver off-balance-sheet COVID-19 recovery and resilience loans and grants for Kenyan MSMEs. 

In October, 4G Capital and Citi launched a partnership to deepen working capital services for financial inclusion 
in Kenya, supported and underwritten by the U.S International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) and Ford 
Foundation. 

https://technologymirror.com.ng/4g-capital-celebrates-one-million-loan-milestone/ 
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11. Technoserve Partnership, December 2020

TechnoServe Expands Strategic Digital Technology 
Partnerships for Micro-retailers 
13/12/20 David Indeje 

TechnoServe, a nonprofit focused on eliminating global poverty through business solutions and utilizing 
technology in innovative ways, said digital technology will help it reach more micro-retailer in Africa, but 
additional support is needed. 

TechnoServe, a nonprofit focused on eliminating global poverty through business solutions and utilizing 
technology in innovative ways, said digital technology will help it reach more micro-retailer in Africa, but 
additional support is needed.   

Alice Waweru, Entrepreneurship Portfolio Lead, at TechnoServe says the micro-retail sector is 80% informal and 
14,972 out of 35,773 digitally trained, have witnessed 28% average revenue increase between 2015 and 2020. 

During the five year period, Waweru says through their donors, the value of pans accessed through 4G Capital 
hit $ 1.405,306. 

4G Capital and Citi have collaborated to expand financial inclusion through the provision of working capital to 
support the growth of micro-enterprises in Kenya, Tanzania,  Nigeria and Cote d’Ivoire. 

“Digitization is a key anchor for micro-retailers. It helps them access finances by using mobile to link to various 
financial providers,” says Alice Waweru. 

According to Waweru, lessons that have been learned due to the Covid 19 pandemic, micro retailers need to be 
visual through the adoption of hybrid platforms to drive efficiency and growth. 

“The additional support needed will help us connect (micro-retailers) to the eco-system where they can access 
finance, markets, governments and information,” said Waweru during TechnoServe’s’ 4th Virtual Micro Retail 
Stakeholder Forum themed Adopting Digital Solutions to Overcome Key Micro-Retail Challenges. 

A survey conducted by TechnoServey between May and August of this year found that micro-retailers who 
adopted digital strategies recorded a 52 per cent increase in sales, enabling them to weather the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

Given the current optimism where micro-retailers are looking online and this provides the potential for them to 
transform and build on digitisation of their businesses says Waweru. 

To leverage and provide support for micro-retailers, they look at developing integrated digital solutions, training 
them in using the technology platforms, minimise the cost of digital infrastructure and scaling digital solutions 
to micro retailers across Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Juan Carlos, Global Entrepreneurship Director, TechnoServe,  emphasised that due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
they are in unprecedented times and need to revisit their business models due to the uncertainty.  “The more 
entrepreneurial people we support, the more inclusive our economy becomes.” 
https://khusoko.com/2020/12/13/technoserve-expands-strategic-digital-technology-partnerships-for-micro-
retailers/  
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